Date

Time

Program (Eng)

Synopsis

01/09/2018

01:00

New Police Story

01/09/2018

03:00

Happy 16

Born in a well-off family, 16-year-old Irene is a spoiled girl. She is an
unmotivated and naughty student in the class. All she cares is her dream boy
Peter, but Peter already has a girlfriend named April. Irene and her friends are
sent to the labor camp as they are punished by school. However, they do not
reform at all and they even become more naughty.

01/09/2018

04:35

Special Forces

With the recent crime rate, a group of people decided to form a neighbourhood
watch to patrol their small town. The people who formed the watch are mostly
retirees, and are fans of action movies, always imagining themselves to be an
action hero like their idol. Their chance to be a hero finally comes when a
mysterious girl appear in their town to seek their help.

01/09/2018

06:05

Mr Smart

01/09/2018

07:40

Teppanyaki

Mr. Wong is the chief chef in the Teppanyaki Restaurant of his father-in law.
One day, he meets his dream girl, Sissy. He start chasing her and arranges
for a tour to the Paradise Ialand with her. Unfortunately, his wife and her friend
go with him.

01/09/2018

09:10

Team of Miracle: We
Will Rock You

"Lantern Street" is a place for the forgotten. As night falls, street lights shine
on a homeless population that calls the sidewalks home. But they're not
forgotten by everyone. Inspired at a young age by a priest, social worker Tung
has dedicated his life to helping the homeless. To raise the spirits of his
charges, he decides to organize a soccer team for the homeless. Can this
ragtag team makes it to the first ever Homeless World Cup?

Police Inspector Wing used to be Hong Kong's top cop, but when his entire
team is wiped out by a youthful group of cold-blooded bank robbers, Wing
quickly falls into a deep depression. A year after everyone including Wing's
fiancée has lost their faith in the fallen police inspector, Wing gets a second
shot at glory when he is assigned an ambitious new partner and given the
opportunity to bring the gang that nearly destroyed his life to justice.

Mr Smart, actually a silly fat guy, opens a fast-food shop at Wong's
suggestion. The business goes up and down, just like the lady he is courting.

01/09/2018

11:00

01/09/2018

12:25

Conspiracy

Li Lun Hua never thought he'd be the revolutionary type until the day one of his
best friends, who's also the girl he likes, lands in the hospital due to a savage
case of corporal punishment. Even after the teacher who supposedly doled out
the punishment leaves the school, Lun Hua and his fellow students continue to
protest their school's actions and perceived disrespect for its students…

72 Tenants of Prosperity Kung and Kin's rivalry goes way back to the 70s when they fought over the
same girl Pinky, who eventually became Kung's wife. Now they run competing
phone stores right across from each other on Mongkok's busiest street.
There's absolutely no mixing with the enemy in these parts, until Kung and
Kin's kids fall for each other! Further chaos breaks out when the landlord
triples the rent of all the shop owners to force them out for redevelopment.

01/09/2018

14:05

Hollywood Adventures Ming goes to America for his love. Wai goes there for his movie dream. Wei
goes there for a reason. When the three inadvertently stumble upon an illegal
import operation, they are forced to band together and go on the run from the
authorities who believe them to be guilty. Not only that, but they are being
ruthlessly pursued by Manny Love, the angry ringleader of the very lucrative
crime ring that our three heroes have thrown into jeopardy.

01/09/2018

16:00

01/09/2018

17:40

Heartfall Arises

Hotshot detective Ma is critically injured while pursuing a serial killer known as
"General". With his life on the line, Ma undergoes a heart transplant. A year
and a half later, numerous murder cases similar to General's cruel methods
continue to occur around the world. Despite not being fully recovered, Ma
teams up with criminal psychology professor Che to investigate the serial
killings. Yet, the two begin to engage in a tense battle of wits.

Mojin: the Lost Legend Seasoned grave robbers Hu Ba Yi, Wang Kai Xuan and Shirley Yang hail from
a long line of tomb raiders whose trade dates back for centuries, but the trio
have decided to hang up their boots. Ba Yi and Shirley move to the U.S.
where they are set to marry. However, they get lured back into their old trade
by a mysterious businesswoman who offers Kai Xuan a large sum of money to
locate an ancient tomb. The trio returns to Inner Mongolia.

01/09/2018

19:45

Full Strike

01/09/2018

21:30

2 Young

New action comedy "Full Strike" is a fantasy story about how a person
struggles for a victory in badminton, a rare theme for movies. NG Kau Sau
was once Queen in badminton; she gave up herself after expelled from the
sport. Ng's passion is reignited when she runs into a trio of former armed
robbers who spend their post-prison lives practicing badminton with an always
drunken coach. Meanwhile, a wacky adversary provides extra incentives.

A young boy from a working-class family and a bored young girl from a rich
family are falling in love. Soon, she's pregnant and the teenagers have to
escape from their disapproving parents.

01/09/2018

23:20

Vampire Cleanup
Department

Hiding in this city, there is an official special action unit coping with the
vampire Vampire Cleanup Department (VCD). The street cleaners in midnight
are the vampire hunters. Giant garbage bins contain the captured vampire.
The ordinary garbage station is their secret headquarter! A nerdy geek Tim
Cheung is accidentally rescued by VCD. The department advisor Uncle Chung
discovers his immunity against the vampire toxin...

02/09/2018

00:55

One Night Only

Having lost all his fortune and loved ones from gambling, Gao Ye walks out
from prison to an even crueler world. Intrigued by a beautiful hooker who
approaches him for unknown reason, he comes up a master plan to redeem
everything he once had. But things immediately spin wildly out of control as
they found themselves fallen into a bigger scheme set up by the underground.
Will they survive this one night to see another sunrise?

02/09/2018

02:35

Hui's Comedy: A Look
Inside

02/09/2018

03:15

Prison on Fire

The plot mostly involves the two main characters, Ching and Yiu and problems
they face with Mickey, a fellow inmate and "Scarface", a high-ranking officer.
Yiu is sentenced to three years for manslaughter. In a fight for his father, he
kicked a man onto the path of a bus. Ching was sent to prison for killing his
wife for being a prostitute. During the end of the film, inmates decide to go on
hunger strike to protest against the cigarette price rise, this causes problems
with "Assassin".

02/09/2018

04:55

Prison on Fire II

Ching is a prisoner in a Honk Kong jail that has a large population of Mainland
Chinese prisoners. Ching escapes to see his young son, who he has been put
in an orphanage. He surrenders himself to authorities, but the vengeful chief of
security, Zau, arranges for Ching to be set up in the eyes of the Mainland
gang, led by the affable Dragon. Dragon and Ching both then escape
separately, and while fugitives, hook up together and bond...

02/09/2018

06:45

The Owl VS Bumbo

02/09/2018

08:25

All About Ah Long

Starting in the 1970s, Michael, Ricky and Sam Hui created comedy classics
that defined a generation and changed the face of Hong Kong cinema.
Focusing their films on the lives of ordinary people, they combined wit and
compassion to make comedies that struck a chord with filmgoers, eventually
becoming one of the most formidable comedic forces Hong Kong has ever
seen.

Bumbo and Owl are partners in crime and they scam some triad big shot out
of a load of money and decide to retire. Three years later they both receive
letters from Stanley Fung, in which he informs them that he has proof of all
their criminal activity and unless they do exactly what he says–he will turn it
over to the cops. Fung is an ex-cop himself and is trying to get the goods on
the same triad leader that Sammo and George scammed.

Chow Yun-fat plays Ah-Long, a single father trying to raise his son, Porky, on
a low-income lifestyle. Ah-Long works as a truck driver at a construction site.
The son's real mother, Por-por, who is Ah-Long's ex-girlfriend left him ten
years ago for the United States after a lovers' spat.

02/09/2018

10:05

The Beggar Hero

The film revolves around Chen Da Li, an orphan raised by a beggar clan
disciple who teaches him martial arts and chivalry. Though dealt a short stick,
Da Li and his buddies approach life with a "nothing is impossible" mentality.
When oppressive forces come down on the beggar clan, it's up to Da Li to rise
to the occasion and become The Beggar Hero to save his friends!

02/09/2018

11:35

Tricky Brains

Jing Koo, the Ultimate Expert, is hired by Macky Kam to get rid of Chi Man-Kit
in order to be the manager of their company. Later he finds himself being
cheated by Kam and shamefully fiees away…

02/09/2018

13:25

02/09/2018

15:00

Keep Calm and be a
Superstar

ZHU from China, as a huge fan of Hong Kong cinema, has always dream of
become a cop like in the movies, who unfortunately failed the fitness exam in
China's Police Force selection because of asthma.

02/09/2018

16:40

The Precipice Game

Liu Chenchen rebels against her wealthy family and elopes with her boyfriend
to join a cruise-bond treasure hunt. But what began as an innocent game with
promises of great reward soon turns into a battle for survival when the
contestants are thrown into a mysterious world of intrigue and chaos. Liu relies
only on her wits and her new friends to survive, all the while unmasking foes
and learning that nothing is what it seems.

02/09/2018

18:15

Romance D Latte

Kawaii Cheung grows up in a Christian orphanage, and she is determined to
reciprocate the kindness she has received and dedicates herself to serve the
orphanage. She works as the assistant to Pastor Wu, the orphanage warden.

02/09/2018

19:55

Haunted Hotel

20th Taipei Film Awards The 20th Taipei Film Awards Ceremony was held in Jhungshan Auditorium in
Taipei on 14 July, 2018. A total of 16 awards were presented.
Ceremony

Young couple enter a wrong hotel when they travel to Malaysia and horrible
things occur.

02/09/2018

21:30

Kick Ass Girls

02/09/2018

23:05

The Bride

03/09/2018

00:35

Friends and owners of a boxing gym, Bo, Miu and TT face different problems
in life, friendships and love as they approach their thirties. Drawn by a lucrative
prize, the three of them embark on an adventure in Malaysia where they fall
into the trap set by a mysterious woman Zhuge. What seems to be a simple
and exciting journey turns into an unimaginable human trafficking scheme that
pulls Bo, Miu and TT into an underground MMA world.

Han and Hao are about to get married soon when Hao picks up a strange red
envelope on the street and then all hell breaks loose with a vengeful
supernatural bride wreaking havoc on his life.

The Saint of Gamblers 'Blackie' Tat looks for a new Saint of Gamblers, and finds him in the form of a
dimwitted mainlander.

03/09/2018

02:15

My Lucky Stars (1985) A corrupt Hong Kong cop flees to Tokyo to join his fellow mobsters. Two loyal
cops, Ricky and Muscle, travel there to apprehend him, but Ricky is kidnapped
in a fight. Muscle goes into hiding and calls his supervisor to send help. The
supervisor agrees and collects the five friends, who are all either petty
criminals or low-wage workers...

03/09/2018

03:50

03/09/2018

05:25

Old Cow VS Tender
Grass

At 49, Singaporean taxi driver Moo is still trying to find a lifelong companion.
He encounters the young but eccentric Moon, who is always seen with her pet,
Bubbles (the dog), and feeding stray animals, after taking her as a passenger,
and takes a liking. Meanwhile his best friend and colleague, also a taxi driver,
is also trying to find love and finds success when he meets a dashing beer girl
from China with the name of Xiao Hong.

Sting Of The Scorpion Maggie, Anthony Wong, and Lester Chan star as three childhood friends and
recent graduates of the Hong Kong police academy who find themselves
assigned to the same precinct. Both men have feelings for their female
colleague, but Maggie only has eyes for Anthony.

03/09/2018

06:40

The Happy Ghost

A group of girls go on a camping trip and take shelter from the rain in an
abandoned temple. One of them, Bonnie, takes a rope she found in the temple
back with her not knowing that in the rope lies the soul of a fallen scholar from
the Ching Dynasty. The ghost, Bindeye Pik, tries to help them with some of
their daily trials and tribulations but then unwittingly gets them into trouble.

The classic wuxia novel The Water Margin (AKA: The Outlaws of the Marsh)
gets the tongue-in-cheek treatment with the all-star 1993 parody Laughters of
Water Margins. The hijinks kick off when Po Chun reunites with his long lost
brother Mo, who's married to the sassy Lotus. The trio plots a wild scheme to
seduce and blackmail Mr. Simon, a local bigwig…

03/09/2018

08:15

Laughter's of Water
Margins

03/09/2018

09:40

Love Forever

03/09/2018

11:15

Goodbye Mr. Loser

At the wedding of his former high school crush Qiu Ya, unemployed musician
Xia Luo is overcome with bitterness about how successful his classmates
have become and all that never was for his own life. The drunken Xia Luo
pisses off his wife in the process. He then hides in the bathroom and passes
out. When he wakes up, he finds himself back in 1997 as a teenager…

03/09/2018

13:00

A Dream Team

Sammy's Hui Man Keung believes in fate and feng shui. When he was born, a
fortune teller prophesied that he'd meet his cruel end by the time he's 30 years
old. Now on the brink of that fatal age, he feels even more downhearted…

03/09/2018

14:35

Wayang Boy

The classic fish-out-of-water story is revitalized by a dose of Chinese opera in
the distinctly Singapore-flavored family comedy Wayang Boy! The film follows
10-year-old Raja, an Indian boy who's recently been brought to Singapore by
his stepmother Emma. After Raja gets into a scuffle with his new classmates
Xavier and Shi Han, all three boys end up in detention.

03/09/2018

16:20

Skiptrace

03/09/2018

18:10

Scent

In the Jilin Past Stories Speech Competition in Beihua University, two students
find out that their stories actually come from one love story during the AntiJapanese War.

A detective from Hong Kong teams up with an American gambler to battle
against a notorious Chinese criminal.

“Scent” is about romantic love in cities. It is directed by the Hong Kong Film
Awards Best New Director Award winner Tsang Tsui Shan. In the movie, the
Korean male lead, Park Si Hoo, becomes the male servant and bares his
upper torso in a passionate scene. Park Shi Hoo plays Kang In Joon, a
Korean interior designer...who finds love when he meets an innocent Chinese
girl...

03/09/2018

19:55

The Precipice Game

Liu Chenchen rebels against her wealthy family and elopes with her boyfriend
to join a cruise-bond treasure hunt. But what began as an innocent game with
promises of great reward soon turns into a battle for survival when the
contestants are thrown into a mysterious world of intrigue and chaos. Liu relies
only on her wits and her new friends to survive, all the while unmasking foes
and learning that nothing is what it seems.

03/09/2018

21:30

Sky Hunter

Several Air Force pilots are given a sudden test to be selected into a secret Air
Force base called the Sky Hunter. Wu Di and Ling Weifeng pass the test while
Hao Chen gets eliminated.

03/09/2018

23:25

Bounty Hunters

San and Yo work as bodyguards-for-hire in Hong Kong, but business isn't
exactly booming for these bumbling buddies. The two head to South Korea for
a mysterious job protecting a reporter, but a hotel bombing leaves the client
dead and sends them on the run as suspects. While hightailing it, San and Yo
cross paths with a trio of bounty hunters led by heiress Cat. After some
squabbling, they decide to team up…

04/09/2018

01:10

Doomsday Party

On one fateful day, 5 strangers’ lives will intertwine together from a bank heist
where the robbers are armed with bombs. We will met a misunderstood
college dropout, a bank clerk who’s stuck in love triangle, a good cop suffering
from Glaucoma, a widow who’s turned her back from her children because of
love and a retired teacher plan to commit suicide inside the bank. Each of their
stories will twist and twist and turn to unexpected climax.

04/09/2018

02:45

The Golden Girls

Chun Wai, a young screenwriter who falls for aspiring actress Mei Ball, who
can't find the success an actress of her caliber deserves. Instead, all the
accolades go to Lulu, Mei Ball's gorgeous, but unskilled actress friend.

04/09/2018

04:25

Forget Me Not

04/09/2018

06:00

SCM Cine (NA) ep10

Lam Yi returns to the orphanage that she grew up in after a broken
relationship leaves her homeless. On the way back one night, she encounters
a physically scarred child abandoned on the street with nowhere to go. Feeling
sorry for her, Lam Yi takes her back to the orphanage to care for her.
However, an investigation into the child's past reveals spooky paranormal
events that becomes far more horrifying that Lam Yi could ever imagine.

SCM Cine is original produced by SCM and it's aim to share with audience
impressive and inside stories of filmmakers and the film markets; also to
preview and introduce Chinese movies and gala premieres as well as those
SCM premiere titles

04/09/2018

06:25

Kiasu

De Ming, a professional dentist is working exactly as what was expected of
him from his parents. But he is not happy and he is tired of seeing mouths
every day. One day, through a motivational workshop he was enlightened and
discovers his forgotten - repressed childhood dream. He wants to be a
theatrical actor! Motivated, DE MING decides to take the leap of faith…

04/09/2018

08:00

Who's the Woman,
Who's the Man

The sequel to the comedy He's a Woman, She's a Man, Who's the Woman,
Who's the Man picks up right where the original left off! Music producer Sam
and his cross-dressing protege Wing have finally professed their love for
another, but now what? The two moves in together, but a shared life is tough
on the private, stubborn Sam, who has a hard time adjusting to Wing's
changes, one of which includes a new roommate: her childhood friend Fish!

04/09/2018

09:45

An Inspector Calls

Just as the fabulously wealthy Mr. and Mrs. Kau are preparing for their
beloved daughter Sherry and her fiancé Johnny's engagement party, an
unwanted distraction barges in on the festivities in the form of Inspector Karl,
who's investigating the apparent suicide of a pregnant young woman, Cindy
Cheung. It turns out that Cindy was acquainted with every single member of
the Kau family.

04/09/2018

11:15

My Papa Rich

Yang is a widower who is used to living a solitary life. He lives a simple and
poor life. His eldest daughter is married and resides in Kuala Lumpur, his
second daughter is still studying in Singapore and his youngest son works as
a small-time salesman. Yang’s real trouble begins when he realizes that he
cannot afford to celebrate the coming Chinese New Year.

04/09/2018

13:00

Team of Miracle: We
Will Rock You

"Lantern Street" is a place for the forgotten. As night falls, street lights shine
on a homeless population that calls the sidewalks home. But they're not
forgotten by everyone. Inspired at a young age by a priest, social worker Tung
has dedicated his life to helping the homeless. To raise the spirits of his
charges, he decides to organize a soccer team for the homeless. Can this
ragtag team makes it to the first ever Homeless World Cup?

04/09/2018

14:45

Fist & Faith

Set during the 1930s after the Japanese invasion of Manchuria, a teacher and
a group of students establish a study club to preserve their language and
culture as an act of protest against the foreign invaders.

04/09/2018

16:25

Full Strike

New action comedy "Full Strike" is a fantasy story about how a person
struggles for a victory in badminton, a rare theme for movies. NG Kau Sau
was once Queen in badminton; she gave up herself after expelled from the
sport. Ng's passion is reignited when she runs into a trio of former armed
robbers who spend their post-prison lives practicing badminton with an always
drunken coach. Meanwhile, a wacky adversary provides extra incentives.

04/09/2018

18:10

04/09/2018

19:55

The Ark of Mr. Chow

A group of bright teenagers are recruited for a special college program for
young geniuses only to find themselves socially awkward among their more
normal peers.

A Woman, A Gun and a Set in a Chinese noodle shop in a sand dune-specked desert, the owner of the
noodle shop’s seemingly simple plan to murder his adulterous wife and her
Noodle Shop
lover quickly spins out of control after the introduction of a gun.

04/09/2018

21:30

My Love Sinema

Set in 1950s Singapore, we relive the charming lifestyle of that era, and follow
one man's never-ending pursuit of his passion in both cinema and love,
sharing a fate that crosses generations. The story starts with the awardwinning film director MAI being interviewed by TV host MARK and producer
MAY for a broadcast programme. They are on their way to track down the man
who ignited Mai's passion 40 years ago - a film projectionist named
KHEONG...

04/09/2018

23:05

Enter the Phoenix

Gen-X Cops star Stephen Fung makes his directorial debut with this actioncomedy hybrid from Hong Kong. Frequent Jackie Chan collaborator Daniel Wu
plays Georgie, the gay son of a triad king who has been chosen to take his
father's place when he dies. However, the crime boss's man thinks that
Georgie's roommate Sam (Eason Chan) is his leader's son, and Georgie is all
too happy to play along. Being the top dog isn't easy, and soon Sam finds
himself in danger.

05/09/2018

00:50

Gimme Gimme

05/09/2018

02:30

A group of high school students who are wise beyond their years regarding
sex and drugs, yet tenderly innocent when it comes to matters of the heart.

My Left Eye Sees Ghost May Ho marries a successful businessman named Daniel only seven days
after meeting him on holiday. Daniel soon dies in a scuba diving accident. All
the money from Daniel's will may give May a luxurious life. One night she
suffers a fatal car accident while driving drunk. A naughty ghost named Ken
comes to save May's life and a strange thing happens: May's left eye has the
ability to see ghosts!

05/09/2018

04:10

The Occupant

Cantopop singer Sally Yeh stars as Angie, a Canadian college student who
travels to Hong Kong to work on her senior thesis about supersitions in China.
Low on cash, she seem to have lucked out in finding a luxury apartment for a
pittance, until she fins out that the flat's former occupant is haunting it. Along
with her friends, Hansom (Raymond Wong) and Valentino (Chow Yun-Fat) -who are also both vying for her affections -- Angie consults a spiritualist (Lo
Lieh) to get rid of the ghost.

05/09/2018

05:50

Papa Can You Hear Me Suen Yuen plays a scrap collector who raises an abandoned baby girl to
become a singer. When she reaches top, he dies and won't hear her sing
Sing
anymore.

05/09/2018

07:25

Dreadnaught

A short-tempered, violent criminal named the "White Tiger" is on the run from
the police and joins a theater troupe to hide out, killing anyone who angers him
or who suspects his identity. One person he unsuccessfully tries to kill several
times is a cowardly laundry man named "Mousy" who manages to escape by
fleeing. When a very close friend of Mousy's is killed by the White Tiger,
Mousy overcomes his cowardliness enough to seek revenge.

05/09/2018

09:00

Tricky Brains

Jing Koo, the Ultimate Expert, is hired by Macky Kam to get rid of Chi Man-Kit
in order to be the manager of their company. Later he finds himself being
cheated by Kam and shamefully fiees away…

05/09/2018

10:50

Meeting the Giant

To boost the standard of Singapore basketball scene, Long, a magnate and a
known figure in the basketball scene uses his finances to source young talents
from China to Singapore. By gathering the young basketball players from
China and Singapore together and providing the relevant training, Long hopes
to reinvigorate the sport, improve the ranking of basketball in Singapore and
hopefully create the next Yao Ming.

05/09/2018

12:35

Kick Ass Girls

Friends and owners of a boxing gym, Bo, Miu and TT face different problems
in life, friendships and love as they approach their thirties. Drawn by a lucrative
prize, the three of them embark on an adventure in Malaysia where they fall
into the trap set by a mysterious woman Zhuge. What seems to be a simple
and exciting journey turns into an unimaginable human trafficking scheme that
pulls Bo, Miu and TT into an underground MMA world.

05/09/2018

14:10

Mojin: the Lost Legend Seasoned grave robbers Hu Ba Yi, Wang Kai Xuan and Shirley Yang hail from
a long line of tomb raiders whose trade dates back for centuries, but the trio
have decided to hang up their boots. Ba Yi and Shirley move to the U.S.
where they are set to marry. However, they get lured back into their old trade
by a mysterious businesswoman who offers Kai Xuan a large sum of money to
locate an ancient tomb. The trio returns to Inner Mongolia.

05/09/2018

16:15

Royal Tramp

The story of Wai Siu Bo, a lecherous wimp who after saving Chan, the leader
of the Heaven and Earth society, a revolutionary group, is made a member.
After a botched first assignment for the group, he is made a servant to the
Emperor, the very person the Heaven and Earth society wants to overthrow.
What follows is plenty of mayhem and laughter. But it ends with the exposure
and escape of the fake Empress Dowager.

Following on from the Royal Tramp I, after discovering that the Empress is
actually Lone-er, a member of the St Dragon Sect, and that she imprisoned
the real empress. Lone-er is bent on eliminating the person who disclosed her
true identity, Wilson Bond. But more complications ensues when Lone-er is
assigned to protect the Prince, whose servant is none other than Wilson Bond.

05/09/2018

18:10

Royal Tramp II

05/09/2018

19:50

Romance D Latte

Kawaii Cheung grows up in a Christian orphanage, and she is determined to
reciprocate the kindness she has received and dedicates herself to serve the
orphanage. She works as the assistant to Pastor Wu, the orphanage warden.

05/09/2018

21:30

Tiny Times 1

The story is billed as a very frank and honest look at twenty-somethings living
in Shanghai and dealing with both romantic, professional, and personal
struggles. This is a drama adaptation of the popular modern C-novel Tiny
Times 1.0 by writer Guo Jing Ming.

05/09/2018

23:25

Tiny Times 2

The four best friends have left school and are trying to establish careers in
Shanghai’s world of high fashion. Gu Li is on her way to becoming a slick
wealthy business woman, Lin Xiao is an intern for a demanding fashion
magazine editor, Nan Xiang is a multi talented artist and Tang Wanru is
voluptuous and man hungry. Their friendship will be pushed to the limit by
betrayals, breakups, misunderstanding, sickness and death.

06/09/2018

01:20

The China's Next Top
Princess

A spoof of the popular American TV show, America's Next Top Model, the
movie tells the story of two girls.

06/09/2018

03:00

The Skeleton Road

There are ten segments in all with some longer and others shorter. Master
Szeto is back and, with his mostly fearless crew in tow, he traipses across
Asia in search of the supernatural.

06/09/2018

04:35

City Squeeze

James Wong lusts for Elizabeth Lee but remains faithful to wife Lydia Shum,
despite his efforts and the help of Kenny Bee.

1978, the 17-year-old Yan Huan (Karel Wong) sneaked into Hong Kong from
Haifeng County, China. In order to provide a better life for his family, he cut
corners and chose to become a fierce robber and commit offences repeatedly.
With an AK-47 in his hands, it made him become the most notorious and
wanted criminal in the 90s. He thought he was in full control of everything, but
the reality is that, God, the only lord of the universe, was silently keeping him
under close surveillance...

06/09/2018

06:10

The Most Dangerous
Man

06/09/2018

07:45

New Police Story

Police Inspector Wing used to be Hong Kong's top cop, but when his entire
team is wiped out by a youthful group of cold-blooded bank robbers, Wing
quickly falls into a deep depression. A year after everyone including Wing's
fiancée has lost their faith in the fallen police inspector, Wing gets a second
shot at glory when he is assigned an ambitious new partner and given the
opportunity to bring the gang that nearly destroyed his life to justice.

06/09/2018

09:45

Keep Calm and be a
Superstar

ZHU from China, as a huge fan of Hong Kong cinema, has always dream of
become a cop like in the movies, who unfortunately failed the fitness exam in
China's Police Force selection because of asthma.

06/09/2018

11:25

The Beggar Hero

The film revolves around Chen Da Li, an orphan raised by a beggar clan
disciple who teaches him martial arts and chivalry. Though dealt a short stick,
Da Li and his buddies approach life with a "nothing is impossible" mentality.
When oppressive forces come down on the beggar clan, it's up to Da Li to rise
to the occasion and become The Beggar Hero to save his friends!

06/09/2018

12:55

Twelve Nights

06/09/2018

14:30

Ah Boys to Men 4

After leaving the military, Lobang, Wayang King, Sergeant Ong, and Ken
Chow are all busy with their respective career as civilians. That’s until they are
called back to serve the nation …

06/09/2018

16:35

One Night Only

Having lost all his fortune and loved ones from gambling, Gao Ye walks out
from prison to an even crueler world. Intrigued by a beautiful hooker who
approaches him for unknown reason, he comes up a master plan to redeem
everything he once had. But things immediately spin wildly out of control as
they found themselves fallen into a bigger scheme set up by the underground.
Will they survive this one night to see another sunrise?

Jeannie, a flight attendant, and Alan, a materialistic business man meet on
Jeannie's birthday; Alan takes her home and what follows is a year spent
exploring the ups and downs of love.

06/09/2018

18:15

The Bride

Han and Hao are about to get married soon when Hao picks up a strange red
envelope on the street and then all hell breaks loose with a vengeful
supernatural bride wreaking havoc on his life.

06/09/2018

19:45

The Return of the
Cuckoo

After Kwan Ho married and immigrated to America, Man Cho continued with
his life in Macau. He is busy tour guide and has developed a close bond with
mute neighborhood friend Kiki. In 1999 on the day of Macau's handover back
to China, Kwan Ho joins birthday celebrations for her mother. That night, she
attempts to take her own life. Her husband and children had suddenly passed
away in a car accident, and she has lost her will to live.

06/09/2018

21:30

Tiny Times 2

06/09/2018

23:30

Poker King

07/09/2018

01:35

The four best friends have left school and are trying to establish careers in
Shanghai’s world of high fashion. Gu Li is on her way to becoming a slick
wealthy business woman, Lin Xiao is an intern for a demanding fashion
magazine editor, Nan Xiang is a multi talented artist and Tang Wanru is
voluptuous and man hungry. Their friendship will be pushed to the limit by
betrayals, breakups, misunderstanding, sickness and death.

Although Jack's family is involved in the casino business, he has never shared
an interest in gaming until he played Texas Hold 'Em on the Internet. Rival
Uno is the manager at Randy's casion.

Okinawa Rendez-vous Jimmy Wong, a famous thief who runs into mixed-up situations and possible
romance while hanging out in Okinawa. Jimmy becomes the top target of
Hong Kong cop Dat, who's vacationing with his girlfriend and her best pal. Dat
sees the apprehension of Jimmy as his ticket out of the mailroom, but to
actually take him down he'll have to first go through Jenny, a former girlfriend
of the local Yakuza leader…

07/09/2018

03:20

A Man Called Hero

07/09/2018

05:20

SCM Cine (NA) ep12

Episodic saga from the first half of the 20th century follows Hero Hua from an
ill-omened June day in his youth to a showdown 17 years later with a
disaffected member of his martial-arts school, a Japanese named Invincible.
Tensions between Chinese and Japanese, plus U.S. racism, mark the tale.
Hero marries Jade, leaves her in China when he goes to America as an
indentured servant…

SCM Cine is original produced by SCM and it's aim to share with audience
impressive and inside stories of filmmakers and the film markets; also to
preview and introduce Chinese movies and gala premieres as well as those
SCM premiere titles

07/09/2018

05:45

07/09/2018

07:25

All The Wrong Spies

Private eye Yoyo enlists help from Inspector Robin to obtain a secret formula
for an important weapon in war time China under Japanese attack.

Brotherhood of Blades Set in the final years of the Ming Dynasty, Brotherhood of Blades stars Chang
Chen, Wang Qian Yun and Ethan Li as three members of the secret military
police tasked by the emperor to hunt down the powerful eunuch who runs
another branch of the secret imperial police. However, the three men's
loyalties are sorely tested when one of them makes a choice that would
embroil them into a dangerous conspiracy.

07/09/2018

09:15

Doomsday Party

On one fateful day, 5 strangers’ lives will intertwine together from a bank heist
where the robbers are armed with bombs. We will met a misunderstood
college dropout, a bank clerk who’s stuck in love triangle, a good cop suffering
from Glaucoma, a widow who’s turned her back from her children because of
love and a retired teacher plan to commit suicide inside the bank. Each of their
stories will twist and twist and turn to unexpected climax.

07/09/2018

10:55

Team of Miracle: We
Will Rock You

"Lantern Street" is a place for the forgotten. As night falls, street lights shine
on a homeless population that calls the sidewalks home. But they're not
forgotten by everyone. Inspired at a young age by a priest, social worker Tung
has dedicated his life to helping the homeless. To raise the spirits of his
charges, he decides to organize a soccer team for the homeless. Can this
ragtag team makes it to the first ever Homeless World Cup?

07/09/2018

12:40

Scent

“Scent” is about romantic love in cities. It is directed by the Hong Kong Film
Awards Best New Director Award winner Tsang Tsui Shan. In the movie, the
Korean male lead, Park Si Hoo, becomes the male servant and bares his
upper torso in a passionate scene. Park Shi Hoo plays Kang In Joon, a
Korean interior designer...who finds love when he meets an innocent Chinese
girl...

07/09/2018

14:25

72 Tenants of Prosperity Kung and Kin's rivalry goes way back to the 70s when they fought over the
same girl Pinky, who eventually became Kung's wife. Now they run competing
phone stores right across from each other on Mongkok's busiest street.
There's absolutely no mixing with the enemy in these parts, until Kung and
Kin's kids fall for each other! Further chaos breaks out when the landlord
triples the rent of all the shop owners to force them out for redevelopment.

07/09/2018

16:05

Hollywood Adventures Ming goes to America for his love. Wai goes there for his movie dream. Wei
goes there for a reason. When the three inadvertently stumble upon an illegal
import operation, they are forced to band together and go on the run from the
authorities who believe them to be guilty. Not only that, but they are being
ruthlessly pursued by Manny Love, the angry ringleader of the very lucrative
crime ring that our three heroes have thrown into jeopardy.

A detective from Hong Kong teams up with an American gambler to battle
against a notorious Chinese criminal.

07/09/2018

18:00

Skiptrace

07/09/2018

19:45

Goodbye Mr. Loser

07/09/2018

21:30

The Perfect Girl

Yeh Hsin is a top student in criminal psychology while her father is a
distinguished cardiologist. Her boyfriend, Lin Miao, is a young forensic
specialist. Everything seems perfect for Yeh Hsin until human remains are
discovered in her backyard one rainy night. Around the same time Yeh
receives a mysterious letter warning her that her life is about to change
drastically.

07/09/2018

23:05

2 Young

A young boy from a working-class family and a bored young girl from a rich
family are falling in love. Soon, she's pregnant and the teenagers have to
escape from their disapproving parents.

08/09/2018

00:50

Who's the Woman,
Who's the Man

08/09/2018

02:40

At the wedding of his former high school crush Qiu Ya, unemployed musician
Xia Luo is overcome with bitterness about how successful his classmates
have become and all that never was for his own life. The drunken Xia Luo
pisses off his wife in the process. He then hides in the bathroom and passes
out. When he wakes up, he finds himself back in 1997 as a teenager…

The sequel to the comedy He's a Woman, She's a Man, Who's the Woman,
Who's the Man picks up right where the original left off! Music producer Sam
and his cross-dressing protege Wing have finally professed their love for
another, but now what? The two moves in together, but a shared life is tough
on the private, stubborn Sam, who has a hard time adjusting to Wing's
changes, one of which includes a new roommate: her childhood friend Fish!

Fight back to School 2 It depicts a demoted traffic cop looking to regain his reputation as the strong
arm of the SDU. Despite being demoted to the equivalent of a human traffic
signal, devoted cop Sing longs to win back the respect of his peers. When
Sing is reassigned to an exclusive international school and uncovers a
lucrative arms smuggling ring, he may have finally stumbled upon the case
that will get him back on the beat…

08/09/2018

04:20

The Legend of Speed

Sky is a rebellious street racer whose cocky demeanor and sometimes brash
behavior make him a prime candidate for a fall. He receives his comeuppance
when a race against ex-con Fung results in tragic consequences. Exiled to
Thailand, Sky meets his wayward father, who helps Sky reconnect to the
philosophical side of his racing talent. Reinvigorated and wiser, Sky plans to
return to Hong Kong for a rematch with Fung…

Policewoman Michelle Yeoh goes after revenge-seeking villains with the help
of Michael Wong and Japanese agent Henry Sanada.

08/09/2018

06:10

Royal Warriors

08/09/2018

07:45

The Greatest Lover

08/09/2018

09:45

Dry Wood Fierce Fire

08/09/2018

11:20

My Love Sinema

Set in 1950s Singapore, we relive the charming lifestyle of that era, and follow
one man's never-ending pursuit of his passion in both cinema and love,
sharing a fate that crosses generations. The story starts with the awardwinning film director MAI being interviewed by TV host MARK and producer
MAY for a broadcast programme. They are on their way to track down the man
who ignited Mai's passion 40 years ago - a film projectionist named
KHEONG...

08/09/2018

12:55

Tricky Brains

Jing Koo, the Ultimate Expert, is hired by Macky Kam to get rid of Chi Man-Kit
in order to be the manager of their company. Later he finds himself being
cheated by Kam and shamefully fiees away…

08/09/2018

14:45

Romance D Latte

Kawaii Cheung grows up in a Christian orphanage, and she is determined to
reciprocate the kindness she has received and dedicates herself to serve the
orphanage. She works as the assistant to Pastor Wu, the orphanage warden.

08/09/2018

16:25

Enter the Phoenix

Gen-X Cops star Stephen Fung makes his directorial debut with this actioncomedy hybrid from Hong Kong. Frequent Jackie Chan collaborator Daniel Wu
plays Georgie, the gay son of a triad king who has been chosen to take his
father's place when he dies. However, the crime boss's man thinks that
Georgie's roommate Sam (Eason Chan) is his leader's son, and Georgie is all
too happy to play along. Being the top dog isn't easy, and soon Sam finds
himself in danger.

Chow Chin Chun, Tall Wai and Silly Chick separate when they illegally sneak
into Hong Kong. Chow accidentally meets millionaire Big Mouth Sze who is
just teased by Lychee and Fei Fung. Sze invites Chow to pretend a passionate
gentleman, fabricated by Image Profession Anita, to retaliate to Lychee and
Fei. During the transformation process of Chow, Anita and he gradually fall in
love with each other.

If you liked Miriam Yeung in Dummy Mommy, Without A Baby and Love
Undercover, then you'll love her latest hit romantic comedy. Dry Wood Fierce
Fire brings out the best and funniest side of Yeung, whose chemistry with
popular star Louis Koo makes this movie click from the start. Directed by the
award-winning Wilson Yip, Dry Wood Fierce Fire once again demonstrates
Miriam's comedic talents and box office draw.

08/09/2018

18:10

A Woman, A Gun and a Set in a Chinese noodle shop in a sand dune-specked desert, the owner of the
noodle shop’s seemingly simple plan to murder his adulterous wife and her
Noodle Shop
lover quickly spins out of control after the introduction of a gun.

08/09/2018

19:45

Bounty Hunters

San and Yo work as bodyguards-for-hire in Hong Kong, but business isn't
exactly booming for these bumbling buddies. The two head to South Korea for
a mysterious job protecting a reporter, but a hotel bombing leaves the client
dead and sends them on the run as suspects. While hightailing it, San and Yo
cross paths with a trio of bounty hunters led by heiress Cat. After some
squabbling, they decide to team up…

08/09/2018

21:30

Never Say Die

A male UFC boxer switches bodies with the female reporter who exposed his
bribes. Now they must help each other win the championship.

08/09/2018

23:10

The Ark of Mr. Chow

09/09/2018

00:55

The Adventurers

The world's top thieves join forces to pull off the heist of a lifetime. But when
they find themselves pursued across Europe by a legendary French detective,
they'll have to take their game to the next level.

09/09/2018

02:40

Driving Miss Wealthy

Growing up in an extremely well-off family, Jennifer has no proper value over
money and nor any concern over the feelings of other people. Her deep pocket
father thus hires ex-cop Kit to protect Jennifer while she is made go broke and
survive on her own in Sham Shui Po, a Hong Kong's old community crushed
with shabby housing. Pretending to be the wealthy girl's Filipino driver Mario,
Kit assists Jennifer to struggle in the slums.

09/09/2018

04:25

A group of bright teenagers are recruited for a special college program for
young geniuses only to find themselves socially awkward among their more
normal peers.

The Saint of Gamblers 'Blackie' Tat looks for a new Saint of Gamblers, and finds him in the form of a
dimwitted mainlander.

Jackie Chan plays a cop sacrificing his dreams to care for his retarded brother
whose simplicity renders him an unsuspecting victim of a kidnapping. Golden
Harvest had wanted Hung to perform fight scenes in the film, but he refused,
rationalising "My character was mentally retarded, mentally disabled, so how
can you ask me to fall down and suddenly become well again? And fight?

09/09/2018

06:05

Heart of Dragon

09/09/2018

07:35

Love Cuts

A 40-year-old mother of two struggles with terminal breast cancer. It's touted
as a portrayal of the challenges she faces and also of how she inspires and
changes the lives of the people around her.

09/09/2018

09:30

My Papa Rich

Yang is a widower who is used to living a solitary life. He lives a simple and
poor life. His eldest daughter is married and resides in Kuala Lumpur, his
second daughter is still studying in Singapore and his youngest son works as
a small-time salesman. Yang’s real trouble begins when he realizes that he
cannot afford to celebrate the coming Chinese New Year.

09/09/2018

11:15

Tiny Times 1

The story is billed as a very frank and honest look at twenty-somethings living
in Shanghai and dealing with both romantic, professional, and personal
struggles. This is a drama adaptation of the popular modern C-novel Tiny
Times 1.0 by writer Guo Jing Ming.

09/09/2018

13:10

Tiny Times 2

The four best friends have left school and are trying to establish careers in
Shanghai’s world of high fashion. Gu Li is on her way to becoming a slick
wealthy business woman, Lin Xiao is an intern for a demanding fashion
magazine editor, Nan Xiang is a multi talented artist and Tang Wanru is
voluptuous and man hungry. Their friendship will be pushed to the limit by
betrayals, breakups, misunderstanding, sickness and death.

09/09/2018

15:05

Last Ghost Standing

On New Years Eve 2000 the cinema on the 666 King's Road presents its last
show before closure. A horrible, gory bloodbath starts out, including a soccer
match with a decapitated head and a nasty faeces monster.

09/09/2018

16:30

Wayang Boy

The classic fish-out-of-water story is revitalized by a dose of Chinese opera in
the distinctly Singapore-flavored family comedy Wayang Boy! The film follows
10-year-old Raja, an Indian boy who's recently been brought to Singapore by
his stepmother Emma. After Raja gets into a scuffle with his new classmates
Xavier and Shi Han, all three boys end up in detention.

09/09/2018

18:15

Fist & Faith

Set during the 1930s after the Japanese invasion of Manchuria, a teacher and
a group of students establish a study club to preserve their language and
culture as an act of protest against the foreign invaders.

09/09/2018

19:55

Mad Detective

A missing police pistol is connected to a series of recent heists and murders.
Its owner, Wong, vanished while pursuing suspects in the mountains, yet his
partner, Chi-Wai, miraculously returned unharmed…

09/09/2018

21:30

Saving General Yang

When a rival nation sends troops to invade the Song Dynasty, the emperor
sends general Yang Ye to defend the nation. However, Yang's place in the
court is shaky due to a feud with Pan Ren Mei caused by the accidental death
of his son at the hands of one of Yang's sons. At the battle, Yang is
abandoned by Pan's troops, leaving him trapped in the face of an attack by
Yeli Yuan, an enemy general who wants to kill Yang to avenge his father.

09/09/2018

23:10

Full Strike

New action comedy "Full Strike" is a fantasy story about how a person
struggles for a victory in badminton, a rare theme for movies. NG Kau Sau
was once Queen in badminton; she gave up herself after expelled from the
sport. Ng's passion is reignited when she runs into a trio of former armed
robbers who spend their post-prison lives practicing badminton with an always
drunken coach. Meanwhile, a wacky adversary provides extra incentives.

10/09/2018

01:00

Brotherhood of Blades Set in the final years of the Ming Dynasty, Brotherhood of Blades stars Chang
Chen, Wang Qian Yun and Ethan Li as three members of the secret military
police tasked by the emperor to hunt down the powerful eunuch who runs
another branch of the secret imperial police. However, the three men's
loyalties are sorely tested when one of them makes a choice that would
embroil them into a dangerous conspiracy.

10/09/2018

02:50

Perfect Exchange

Mindy Chan is a top-notched gambler/swindler. His girlfriend Lily and friend Ah
Chi are card dealers at the casino where bad guy Lau and his mistress Mona
frequent. Chor Hung, a play on the Chinese name for famed retired actress
Cherie Chung, is a senior security guard at the local prison. During a card
game, Ah Chi and Mindy swindle millions of dollars from Lau, but they are
caught. Lau makes a deal with Mindy - in exchange for Ah Chi…

10/09/2018

04:35

Fist of Fury

As the dejected citizens of Shanghai cower in fear of the Japanese
occupation, Chen Jun joins the Jin Wu Martial Arts Academy in hopes of
refining his skills and striking back at his oppressors. When Chen's master is
poisoned by the leaders of the Japanese occupation, the furious student puts
his skills to the ultimate test by embarking on a skull-cracking revenge spree
that will leave martial arts fans breathless.

10/09/2018

06:20

The Cases II

If spirits are everywhere, how can we solve the problems if they take offense
by us unconsciously? In order to reveal the truth, the crew proceeds further by
inviting a paranormal Sifu master to arrange a banquet serving all the ghosts
around a graveyard, a so-called ‘extreme land’, looking forward to the solution
of the hostility from spirit world and mutual nonaggression.

10/09/2018

07:45

Tian Di

Set in the 1920s, the film tells the story of Cantonese native Cheung Yat-pang
(Andy Lau) whom recently returned from France to Nanjing after further
studies and has been appointed by the government to be the first
Commissioner of the opium trade ban. He accompanies his wife to Shanghai
and is determined to outlaw illegal opium trade, fighting with drug lords and
corrupt evil forces.

10/09/2018

09:30

Royal Tramp

The story of Wai Siu Bo, a lecherous wimp who after saving Chan, the leader
of the Heaven and Earth society, a revolutionary group, is made a member.
After a botched first assignment for the group, he is made a servant to the
Emperor, the very person the Heaven and Earth society wants to overthrow.
What follows is plenty of mayhem and laughter. But it ends with the exposure
and escape of the fake Empress Dowager.

10/09/2018

11:25

Royal Tramp II

Following on from the Royal Tramp I, after discovering that the Empress is
actually Lone-er, a member of the St Dragon Sect, and that she imprisoned
the real empress. Lone-er is bent on eliminating the person who disclosed her
true identity, Wilson Bond. But more complications ensues when Lone-er is
assigned to protect the Prince, whose servant is none other than Wilson Bond.

10/09/2018

13:05

The Beggar Hero

The film revolves around Chen Da Li, an orphan raised by a beggar clan
disciple who teaches him martial arts and chivalry. Though dealt a short stick,
Da Li and his buddies approach life with a "nothing is impossible" mentality.
When oppressive forces come down on the beggar clan, it's up to Da Li to rise
to the occasion and become The Beggar Hero to save his friends!

10/09/2018

14:35

The Ark of Mr. Chow

10/09/2018

16:20

Kick Ass Girls

A group of bright teenagers are recruited for a special college program for
young geniuses only to find themselves socially awkward among their more
normal peers.

Friends and owners of a boxing gym, Bo, Miu and TT face different problems
in life, friendships and love as they approach their thirties. Drawn by a lucrative
prize, the three of them embark on an adventure in Malaysia where they fall
into the trap set by a mysterious woman Zhuge. What seems to be a simple
and exciting journey turns into an unimaginable human trafficking scheme that
pulls Bo, Miu and TT into an underground MMA world.

10/09/2018

17:55

Ah Boys to Men 4

After leaving the military, Lobang, Wayang King, Sergeant Ong, and Ken
Chow are all busy with their respective career as civilians. That’s until they are
called back to serve the nation …

10/09/2018

20:00

An Inspector Calls

Just as the fabulously wealthy Mr. and Mrs. Kau are preparing for their
beloved daughter Sherry and her fiancé Johnny's engagement party, an
unwanted distraction barges in on the festivities in the form of Inspector Karl,
who's investigating the apparent suicide of a pregnant young woman, Cindy
Cheung. It turns out that Cindy was acquainted with every single member of
the Kau family.

10/09/2018

21:30

Keep Calm and be a
Superstar

ZHU from China, as a huge fan of Hong Kong cinema, has always dream of
become a cop like in the movies, who unfortunately failed the fitness exam in
China's Police Force selection because of asthma.

10/09/2018

23:10

Hollywood Adventures Ming goes to America for his love. Wai goes there for his movie dream. Wei
goes there for a reason. When the three inadvertently stumble upon an illegal
import operation, they are forced to band together and go on the run from the
authorities who believe them to be guilty. Not only that, but they are being
ruthlessly pursued by Manny Love, the angry ringleader of the very lucrative
crime ring that our three heroes have thrown into jeopardy.

11/09/2018

01:05

La Brassiere

A Hong Kong bra company breaks tradition by hiring two men, Johnny and
Wayne, to design an "ultimate bra" in 3 months. The head of the designing
department, Lena, objects to their hiring and makes them look like fools.
However, things begin to heat up between Johnny and the boss, Samantha,
while Wayne and Lena begin to feel an attraction. Nevertheless, the job is at
hand to create the Ultimate Bra!

11/09/2018

03:00

The Chinese Feast

Kit is a gangster looking to start a new life as a chef in Canada, so he can be
closer to his girlfriend. But in his struggle to learn the fine art of cuisine, he
runs across a red-headed …

11/09/2018

04:45

Everlasting Regret

A pretty young girl from an ordinary family, Qi Yao is lucky enough to win the
2nd runner-up of the "Miss Shanghai" contest. Mr. Cheng knows the girl is
going to live an extraordinary life.

11/09/2018

06:35

Security Unlimited

The most successful of all the Hui Brothers' comedy hits,this film smashed
ALL previous box-office records by over 50% on first release in Hong Kong!
This film is about the misadventures of three employees of a private security
company in Hong Kong. As with all the Hui films, it is never a simple
exploitation of the local scene...

11/09/2018

08:05

Swordsman

'Sunflower Scripture' is suddenly stolen from the Forbidden City! In order to
avoid any scandal, head eunuch Koo Jin-foo appoints Cho Leng-tsan to
investigate.

11/09/2018

10:00

Scent

“Scent” is about romantic love in cities. It is directed by the Hong Kong Film
Awards Best New Director Award winner Tsang Tsui Shan. In the movie, the
Korean male lead, Park Si Hoo, becomes the male servant and bares his
upper torso in a passionate scene. Park Shi Hoo plays Kang In Joon, a
Korean interior designer...who finds love when he meets an innocent Chinese
girl...

11/09/2018

11:45

Conspiracy

Li Lun Hua never thought he'd be the revolutionary type until the day one of his
best friends, who's also the girl he likes, lands in the hospital due to a savage
case of corporal punishment. Even after the teacher who supposedly doled out
the punishment leaves the school, Lun Hua and his fellow students continue to
protest their school's actions and perceived disrespect for its students…

11/09/2018

13:10

The Bride

Han and Hao are about to get married soon when Hao picks up a strange red
envelope on the street and then all hell breaks loose with a vengeful
supernatural bride wreaking havoc on his life.

11/09/2018

14:40

A Dream Team

Sammy's Hui Man Keung believes in fate and feng shui. When he was born, a
fortune teller prophesied that he'd meet his cruel end by the time he's 30 years
old. Now on the brink of that fatal age, he feels even more downhearted…

11/09/2018

16:15

Goodbye Mr. Loser

At the wedding of his former high school crush Qiu Ya, unemployed musician
Xia Luo is overcome with bitterness about how successful his classmates
have become and all that never was for his own life. The drunken Xia Luo
pisses off his wife in the process. He then hides in the bathroom and passes
out. When he wakes up, he finds himself back in 1997 as a teenager…

11/09/2018

18:00

The Adventurers

The world's top thieves join forces to pull off the heist of a lifetime. But when
they find themselves pursued across Europe by a legendary French detective,
they'll have to take their game to the next level.

11/09/2018

19:45

Meeting the Giant

To boost the standard of Singapore basketball scene, Long, a magnate and a
known figure in the basketball scene uses his finances to source young talents
from China to Singapore. By gathering the young basketball players from
China and Singapore together and providing the relevant training, Long hopes
to reinvigorate the sport, improve the ranking of basketball in Singapore and
hopefully create the next Yao Ming.

11/09/2018

21:30

Never Gone

The appearance of a gentle and quiet Su Yun Jin high school students at
Cheng Zheng soulful pursuit slowly fell in love with each other, can be easy to
get along helplessly in love, living environment as well as differences in
childhood character started to become two different issues between, and
constantly found contradictions eventually let the feelings of a rift last reached
the break position…

11/09/2018

23:10

Romance D Latte

Kawaii Cheung grows up in a Christian orphanage, and she is determined to
reciprocate the kindness she has received and dedicates herself to serve the
orphanage. She works as the assistant to Pastor Wu, the orphanage warden.

12/09/2018

00:50

Dry Wood Fierce Fire

If you liked Miriam Yeung in Dummy Mommy, Without A Baby and Love
Undercover, then you'll love her latest hit romantic comedy. Dry Wood Fierce
Fire brings out the best and funniest side of Yeung, whose chemistry with
popular star Louis Koo makes this movie click from the start. Directed by the
award-winning Wilson Yip, Dry Wood Fierce Fire once again demonstrates
Miriam's comedic talents and box office draw.

12/09/2018

02:25

The Canton Godfather Kuo Cheng-Wah, a kindhearted country boy who is quickly cheated out of all
his money when he arrives in Hong Kong. Depressed and destitute, he
encounters Madame Kao (Ah Lei Gua), a poor woman selling flowers on the
street; she urges him to buy a red rose, saying it will bring him luck. He
demurs at first, shaking his head sadly, then finally agrees. His fortunes
immediately take a dramatic turn...

12/09/2018

04:30

Laughter's of Water
Margins

The classic wuxia novel The Water Margin (AKA: The Outlaws of the Marsh)
gets the tongue-in-cheek treatment with the all-star 1993 parody Laughters of
Water Margins. The hijinks kick off when Po Chun reunites with his long lost
brother Mo, who's married to the sassy Lotus. The trio plots a wild scheme to
seduce and blackmail Mr. Simon, a local bigwig…

12/09/2018

05:55

12/09/2018

07:20

Ninth Happiness

Choi Hung village is full of innocents: people sing and work. The town beauty,
Chi Wan, sees a stranger in the woods and falls in love, believing he's a fairy.
He pursues her, keeping his real name secret, seeking advice from her sister,
Heung, who suggests he buy Chi Wan a fan. Chi Wan and Heung's boyfriend,
Dup, think the stranger and Heung are romantically involved, so mistaken
jealousies erupt…

Eat Drink Man Woman This Taiwanese drama centers upon the relationships within a Taipei family.
The father is a master chef who's lost his sense of taste. His wife died so now
he lives amongst his three grown daughters. All three really want to get on with
their own lives. The oldest daughter Jen is a school teacher adept at hiding
her feelings after she suffered a bad love affair in college…

12/09/2018

09:30

Twelve Nights

Jeannie, a flight attendant, and Alan, a materialistic business man meet on
Jeannie's birthday; Alan takes her home and what follows is a year spent
exploring the ups and downs of love.

12/09/2018

11:05

The Perfect Girl

Yeh Hsin is a top student in criminal psychology while her father is a
distinguished cardiologist. Her boyfriend, Lin Miao, is a young forensic
specialist. Everything seems perfect for Yeh Hsin until human remains are
discovered in her backyard one rainy night. Around the same time Yeh
receives a mysterious letter warning her that her life is about to change
drastically.

12/09/2018

12:40

Team of Miracle: We
Will Rock You

"Lantern Street" is a place for the forgotten. As night falls, street lights shine
on a homeless population that calls the sidewalks home. But they're not
forgotten by everyone. Inspired at a young age by a priest, social worker Tung
has dedicated his life to helping the homeless. To raise the spirits of his
charges, he decides to organize a soccer team for the homeless. Can this
ragtag team makes it to the first ever Homeless World Cup?

12/09/2018

14:25

My Love Sinema

Set in 1950s Singapore, we relive the charming lifestyle of that era, and follow
one man's never-ending pursuit of his passion in both cinema and love,
sharing a fate that crosses generations. The story starts with the awardwinning film director MAI being interviewed by TV host MARK and producer
MAY for a broadcast programme. They are on their way to track down the man
who ignited Mai's passion 40 years ago - a film projectionist named
KHEONG...

12/09/2018

16:00

Poker King

Although Jack's family is involved in the casino business, he has never shared
an interest in gaming until he played Texas Hold 'Em on the Internet. Rival
Uno is the manager at Randy's casion.

12/09/2018

18:05

Saving General Yang

When a rival nation sends troops to invade the Song Dynasty, the emperor
sends general Yang Ye to defend the nation. However, Yang's place in the
court is shaky due to a feud with Pan Ren Mei caused by the accidental death
of his son at the hands of one of Yang's sons. At the battle, Yang is
abandoned by Pan's troops, leaving him trapped in the face of an attack by
Yeli Yuan, an enemy general who wants to kill Yang to avenge his father.

12/09/2018

19:45

Enter the Phoenix

Gen-X Cops star Stephen Fung makes his directorial debut with this actioncomedy hybrid from Hong Kong. Frequent Jackie Chan collaborator Daniel Wu
plays Georgie, the gay son of a triad king who has been chosen to take his
father's place when he dies. However, the crime boss's man thinks that
Georgie's roommate Sam (Eason Chan) is his leader's son, and Georgie is all
too happy to play along. Being the top dog isn't easy, and soon Sam finds
himself in danger.

12/09/2018

21:30

Let the Bullets Fly

Set in 1920s Sichuan, the film tells the tale of the bandit "Pocky" Zhang Mazi,
who poses as a local governor in a dusty town- but finds himself at odds with
the local mobster, who is not eager to share his turf with another drifter. A
complex and deadly series of mind-games ensues between the two crooks,
which are as violent as they are hilarious.

12/09/2018

23:45

Haunted Hotel

Young couple enter a wrong hotel when they travel to Malaysia and horrible
things occur.

13/09/2018

01:20

Second Time Around

Las Vegas gambler Ekin Cheng's life is changed thanks to parallel universes
and the help of police officer Cecilia Cheung.

13/09/2018

03:00

Doctor Mack

13/09/2018

04:40

Her Fatal Ways

Lau Mack has been running a small clinic treating local inhabitants and poor
prostitutes working there. One night, he escorts an injured gun robber to the
government hospital, where he unexpectedly meets his old friend Dr. Jaw, now
a reputed surgeon with an aspiration for senior management. He finds himself
outshone by Lau's medical talent and kindness to patients. Jaw is however
determined to speed up his career ascent at the expense of Lau...

In what is widely regarded as one of her finest roles, Carol Cheng plays
Mainland police inspector Cheng, who is given the task of escorting a wanted
criminal from Mainland China back to Hong Kong, alongside her dim-witted
nephew Hsaio Sheng (Alfred Cheung). Upon arriving in Hong Kong, Cheng is
quick to express her distaste for the liberal, and in her mind, spoilt attitudes
that exist in Hong Kong society.

An illegal immigrant with no Green Card is subject to humiliation, and does
odd things to survive - like false marriage.

13/09/2018

06:15

Paper Marriage

13/09/2018

07:45

Honesty

13/09/2018

09:30

Last Ghost Standing

On New Years Eve 2000 the cinema on the 666 King's Road presents its last
show before closure. A horrible, gory bloodbath starts out, including a soccer
match with a decapitated head and a nasty faeces monster.

13/09/2018

10:55

Fist & Faith

Set during the 1930s after the Japanese invasion of Manchuria, a teacher and
a group of students establish a study club to preserve their language and
culture as an act of protest against the foreign invaders.

13/09/2018

12:35

Tricky Brains

Jing Koo, the Ultimate Expert, is hired by Macky Kam to get rid of Chi Man-Kit
in order to be the manager of their company. Later he finds himself being
cheated by Kam and shamefully fiees away…

13/09/2018

14:25

Wayang Boy

The classic fish-out-of-water story is revitalized by a dose of Chinese opera in
the distinctly Singapore-flavored family comedy Wayang Boy! The film follows
10-year-old Raja, an Indian boy who's recently been brought to Singapore by
his stepmother Emma. After Raja gets into a scuffle with his new classmates
Xavier and Shi Han, all three boys end up in detention.

13/09/2018

16:10

Bounty Hunters

San and Yo work as bodyguards-for-hire in Hong Kong, but business isn't
exactly booming for these bumbling buddies. The two head to South Korea for
a mysterious job protecting a reporter, but a hotel bombing leaves the client
dead and sends them on the run as suspects. While hightailing it, San and Yo
cross paths with a trio of bounty hunters led by heiress Cat. After some
squabbling, they decide to team up…

Comic fairy tale about jaded club hostess Cecelia Cheung whose Prince
Charming turns out to be innocent veterinarian Richie Jen.

13/09/2018

17:55

My Papa Rich

13/09/2018

19:40

Skiptrace

13/09/2018

21:30

S Storm

13/09/2018

23:05

Yang is a widower who is used to living a solitary life. He lives a simple and
poor life. His eldest daughter is married and resides in Kuala Lumpur, his
second daughter is still studying in Singapore and his youngest son works as
a small-time salesman. Yang’s real trouble begins when he realizes that he
cannot afford to celebrate the coming Chinese New Year.

A detective from Hong Kong teams up with an American gambler to battle
against a notorious Chinese criminal.

While he is tailing a Jockey Club trader in his investigation, Principal
Investigator William Luk of the ICAC. Inspector Lau Po Keung of the Crime
Unit is assigned to the murder case and got nowhere with Luk’s testimony as
Luk refuses to disclose anything pertaining to his own investigation.When the
Police investigation leads to someone called Teacher, the Security Manager of
the Jockey Club is murdered. The hired hit is ordered by Big Boss.

A Woman, A Gun and a Set in a Chinese noodle shop in a sand dune-specked desert, the owner of the
noodle shop’s seemingly simple plan to murder his adulterous wife and her
Noodle Shop
lover quickly spins out of control after the introduction of a gun.

14/09/2018

00:40

Fight back to School 2 It depicts a demoted traffic cop looking to regain his reputation as the strong
arm of the SDU. Despite being demoted to the equivalent of a human traffic
signal, devoted cop Sing longs to win back the respect of his peers. When
Sing is reassigned to an exclusive international school and uncovers a
lucrative arms smuggling ring, he may have finally stumbled upon the case
that will get him back on the beat…

14/09/2018

02:20

My Pale Lover

A crazy sex comedy that takes place in a Hong Kong topless bar called Club
Venus. Kind of like a love triangle, but more of a love square. Nike, a PR in a
bar, always demand Ma, her boyfriend, for sexual abuse. But Ma is a normal
person who does not like this kind of game. As Ma rejects for many times,
their relationship turns cold. Rose, a phycologist, is tired of her life and meets
Nike. They exchange their identity.

14/09/2018

03:20

A Better Tomorrow

Mark (Chow Yun fat), a man of honour in a world of dishonour. As the sidekick
to his former gang brother Tse-ho (Ti Lung), Mark finds himself out of favour
when his boss is sent to the slammer. Ho comes out of jail repentant and is
determined to turn over a new leaf for the sake of his policeman brother, Kit,
(Leslie Cheung) but his old arch enemy is equally determined to take him out
of the picture.

14/09/2018

05:00

A Better Tomorrow II

John Woo returned to direct the film, and once again stars Chow Yun Fat, this
time as the twin brother of the character he played in the first film. The sequel
sees Tse-ho working together with brother Tse-kit to help the police break a
counterfeit syndicate. They discover Lung is in danger of being killed by his
employee, Ko, who is masterminding the counterfeit operations.

14/09/2018

06:45

A Better Tomorrow III

Tsui Hark directs the second film to follow John Woo's A Better Tomorrow;
this film, which takes place in 1974 is actually a prequel. Chow Yun-Fat stars
as a younger Mark, on a mission to get a friend out of Vietnam, when he runs
up against Ho, a local crime lord. Along the way he meets Kit, a female
gangster who helps the naïve young Mark become the highly capable gunman
of the first film.

14/09/2018

08:50

New Police Story

Police Inspector Wing used to be Hong Kong's top cop, but when his entire
team is wiped out by a youthful group of cold-blooded bank robbers, Wing
quickly falls into a deep depression. A year after everyone including Wing's
fiancée has lost their faith in the fallen police inspector, Wing gets a second
shot at glory when he is assigned an ambitious new partner and given the
opportunity to bring the gang that nearly destroyed his life to justice.

14/09/2018

10:55

The Beggar Hero

The film revolves around Chen Da Li, an orphan raised by a beggar clan
disciple who teaches him martial arts and chivalry. Though dealt a short stick,
Da Li and his buddies approach life with a "nothing is impossible" mentality.
When oppressive forces come down on the beggar clan, it's up to Da Li to rise
to the occasion and become The Beggar Hero to save his friends!

14/09/2018

12:25

Royal Tramp

The story of Wai Siu Bo, a lecherous wimp who after saving Chan, the leader
of the Heaven and Earth society, a revolutionary group, is made a member.
After a botched first assignment for the group, he is made a servant to the
Emperor, the very person the Heaven and Earth society wants to overthrow.
What follows is plenty of mayhem and laughter. But it ends with the exposure
and escape of the fake Empress Dowager.

14/09/2018

14:20

Royal Tramp II

Following on from the Royal Tramp I, after discovering that the Empress is
actually Lone-er, a member of the St Dragon Sect, and that she imprisoned
the real empress. Lone-er is bent on eliminating the person who disclosed her
true identity, Wilson Bond. But more complications ensues when Lone-er is
assigned to protect the Prince, whose servant is none other than Wilson Bond.

14/09/2018

16:00

Tiny Times 1

The story is billed as a very frank and honest look at twenty-somethings living
in Shanghai and dealing with both romantic, professional, and personal
struggles. This is a drama adaptation of the popular modern C-novel Tiny
Times 1.0 by writer Guo Jing Ming.

14/09/2018

17:55

Tiny Times 2

The four best friends have left school and are trying to establish careers in
Shanghai’s world of high fashion. Gu Li is on her way to becoming a slick
wealthy business woman, Lin Xiao is an intern for a demanding fashion
magazine editor, Nan Xiang is a multi talented artist and Tang Wanru is
voluptuous and man hungry. Their friendship will be pushed to the limit by
betrayals, breakups, misunderstanding, sickness and death.

14/09/2018

19:50

Kick Ass Girls

Friends and owners of a boxing gym, Bo, Miu and TT face different problems
in life, friendships and love as they approach their thirties. Drawn by a lucrative
prize, the three of them embark on an adventure in Malaysia where they fall
into the trap set by a mysterious woman Zhuge. What seems to be a simple
and exciting journey turns into an unimaginable human trafficking scheme that
pulls Bo, Miu and TT into an underground MMA world.

14/09/2018

21:30

One Night Only

Having lost all his fortune and loved ones from gambling, Gao Ye walks out
from prison to an even crueler world. Intrigued by a beautiful hooker who
approaches him for unknown reason, he comes up a master plan to redeem
everything he once had. But things immediately spin wildly out of control as
they found themselves fallen into a bigger scheme set up by the underground.
Will they survive this one night to see another sunrise?

14/09/2018

23:10

Never Say Die

A male UFC boxer switches bodies with the female reporter who exposed his
bribes. Now they must help each other win the championship.

15/09/2018

00:50

My Left Eye Sees Ghost May Ho marries a successful businessman named Daniel only seven days
after meeting him on holiday. Daniel soon dies in a scuba diving accident. All
the money from Daniel's will may give May a luxurious life. One night she
suffers a fatal car accident while driving drunk. A naughty ghost named Ken
comes to save May's life and a strange thing happens: May's left eye has the
ability to see ghosts!

15/09/2018

02:30

15/09/2018

04:35

Island of Greed

Island of Greed is a 1997 Hong Kong action crime thriller film directed by
Michael Mak and starring Andy Lau and Tony Leung Ka-fai. The film is set and
filmed in Taiwan and deals with corruption in the Government of the Republic
of China.

The Return of Pom Pom Two detectives and best buddies investigate how the inspector is framed by a
master thief. Accidentally they meet the thief's daughter.

15/09/2018

06:05

Tiger Cage 3

The film centers around earnest cop James (Cheung Kwok-leung) who works
for the Commercial Crime Bureau and is keeping a sharp eye on slick
business man Lee Siu-pong (Wong Kam-kong).

15/09/2018

07:40

Once upon a Time in
China

Set in late 19th century Canton this martial arts film depicts the stance taken
by the martial arts hero Wong Fei-Hung against foreign forces' (English,
French and American) plundering of China. When Aunt Yee arrives back from
America totally westernised, Wong Fei-Hung assumes the role of her
protector. This proves to be difficult when his martial arts school and local
militia become involved in fierce battles with foreign and local government.

15/09/2018

09:55

Meeting the Giant

To boost the standard of Singapore basketball scene, Long, a magnate and a
known figure in the basketball scene uses his finances to source young talents
from China to Singapore. By gathering the young basketball players from
China and Singapore together and providing the relevant training, Long hopes
to reinvigorate the sport, improve the ranking of basketball in Singapore and
hopefully create the next Yao Ming.

15/09/2018

11:40

Love Forever

In the Jilin Past Stories Speech Competition in Beihua University, two students
find out that their stories actually come from one love story during the AntiJapanese War.

15/09/2018

13:15

Saving General Yang

When a rival nation sends troops to invade the Song Dynasty, the emperor
sends general Yang Ye to defend the nation. However, Yang's place in the
court is shaky due to a feud with Pan Ren Mei caused by the accidental death
of his son at the hands of one of Yang's sons. At the battle, Yang is
abandoned by Pan's troops, leaving him trapped in the face of an attack by
Yeli Yuan, an enemy general who wants to kill Yang to avenge his father.

15/09/2018

14:55

The Bride

Han and Hao are about to get married soon when Hao picks up a strange red
envelope on the street and then all hell breaks loose with a vengeful
supernatural bride wreaking havoc on his life.

15/09/2018

16:25

Mad Detective

A missing police pistol is connected to a series of recent heists and murders.
Its owner, Wong, vanished while pursuing suspects in the mountains, yet his
partner, Chi-Wai, miraculously returned unharmed…

15/09/2018

18:00

15/09/2018

19:35

The Perfect Girl

Yeh Hsin is a top student in criminal psychology while her father is a
distinguished cardiologist. Her boyfriend, Lin Miao, is a young forensic
specialist. Everything seems perfect for Yeh Hsin until human remains are
discovered in her backyard one rainy night. Around the same time Yeh
receives a mysterious letter warning her that her life is about to change
drastically.

Hollywood Adventures Ming goes to America for his love. Wai goes there for his movie dream. Wei
goes there for a reason. When the three inadvertently stumble upon an illegal
import operation, they are forced to band together and go on the run from the
authorities who believe them to be guilty. Not only that, but they are being
ruthlessly pursued by Manny Love, the angry ringleader of the very lucrative
crime ring that our three heroes have thrown into jeopardy.

15/09/2018

21:30

4Love

15/09/2018

23:10

Poker King

16/09/2018

01:15

An Inspector Calls

16/09/2018

02:45

4 upcoming Singapore directors, 4 love stories, all in 1 movie; each with their
own merits telling the journey of love starting from teenage years to young
adults, married life and finally old couples.

Although Jack's family is involved in the casino business, he has never shared
an interest in gaming until he played Texas Hold 'Em on the Internet. Rival
Uno is the manager at Randy's casion.

Just as the fabulously wealthy Mr. and Mrs. Kau are preparing for their
beloved daughter Sherry and her fiancé Johnny's engagement party, an
unwanted distraction barges in on the festivities in the form of Inspector Karl,
who's investigating the apparent suicide of a pregnant young woman, Cindy
Cheung. It turns out that Cindy was acquainted with every single member of
the Kau family.

My Lucky Stars (1985) A corrupt Hong Kong cop flees to Tokyo to join his fellow mobsters. Two loyal
cops, Ricky and Muscle, travel there to apprehend him, but Ricky is kidnapped
in a fight. Muscle goes into hiding and calls his supervisor to send help. The
supervisor agrees and collects the five friends, who are all either petty
criminals or low-wage workers...

16/09/2018

04:20

Teppanyaki

Mr. Wong is the chief chef in the Teppanyaki Restaurant of his father-in law.
One day, he meets his dream girl, Sissy. He start chasing her and arranges
for a tour to the Paradise Ialand with her. Unfortunately, his wife and her friend
go with him.

16/09/2018

05:50

Murders Made to Order Angie is a former policewoman. She had been committed on false evidence
trumped up by Wain, her former friend, lover and crooked superior officer. He
persuades her that he will clear her name and reinstate her identity after she
did an "undercover" work in a nightclub for him first.

A Hong Kong bra company breaks tradition by hiring two men, Johnny and
Wayne, to design an "ultimate bra" in 3 months. The head of the designing
department, Lena, objects to their hiring and makes them look like fools.
However, things begin to heat up between Johnny and the boss, Samantha,
while Wayne and Lena begin to feel an attraction. Nevertheless, the job is at
hand to create the Ultimate Bra!

16/09/2018

07:10

La Brassiere

16/09/2018

09:05

Special Forces

With the recent crime rate, a group of people decided to form a neighbourhood
watch to patrol their small town. The people who formed the watch are mostly
retirees, and are fans of action movies, always imagining themselves to be an
action hero like their idol. Their chance to be a hero finally comes when a
mysterious girl appear in their town to seek their help.

16/09/2018

10:35

Enter the Phoenix

Gen-X Cops star Stephen Fung makes his directorial debut with this actioncomedy hybrid from Hong Kong. Frequent Jackie Chan collaborator Daniel Wu
plays Georgie, the gay son of a triad king who has been chosen to take his
father's place when he dies. However, the crime boss's man thinks that
Georgie's roommate Sam (Eason Chan) is his leader's son, and Georgie is all
too happy to play along. Being the top dog isn't easy, and soon Sam finds
himself in danger.

16/09/2018

12:20

Never Gone

The appearance of a gentle and quiet Su Yun Jin high school students at
Cheng Zheng soulful pursuit slowly fell in love with each other, can be easy to
get along helplessly in love, living environment as well as differences in
childhood character started to become two different issues between, and
constantly found contradictions eventually let the feelings of a rift last reached
the break position…

16/09/2018

14:00

2 Young

16/09/2018

15:45

Let the Bullets Fly

A young boy from a working-class family and a bored young girl from a rich
family are falling in love. Soon, she's pregnant and the teenagers have to
escape from their disapproving parents.

Set in 1920s Sichuan, the film tells the tale of the bandit "Pocky" Zhang Mazi,
who poses as a local governor in a dusty town- but finds himself at odds with
the local mobster, who is not eager to share his turf with another drifter. A
complex and deadly series of mind-games ensues between the two crooks,
which are as violent as they are hilarious.

16/09/2018

18:00

S Storm

While he is tailing a Jockey Club trader in his investigation, Principal
Investigator William Luk of the ICAC. Inspector Lau Po Keung of the Crime
Unit is assigned to the murder case and got nowhere with Luk’s testimony as
Luk refuses to disclose anything pertaining to his own investigation.When the
Police investigation leads to someone called Teacher, the Security Manager of
the Jockey Club is murdered. The hired hit is ordered by Big Boss.

16/09/2018

19:35

Sky Hunter

Several Air Force pilots are given a sudden test to be selected into a secret Air
Force base called the Sky Hunter. Wu Di and Ling Weifeng pass the test while
Hao Chen gets eliminated.

16/09/2018

21:30

Vampire Cleanup
Department

Hiding in this city, there is an official special action unit coping with the
vampire Vampire Cleanup Department (VCD). The street cleaners in midnight
are the vampire hunters. Giant garbage bins contain the captured vampire.
The ordinary garbage station is their secret headquarter! A nerdy geek Tim
Cheung is accidentally rescued by VCD. The department advisor Uncle Chung
discovers his immunity against the vampire toxin...

16/09/2018

23:05

Love Forever

In the Jilin Past Stories Speech Competition in Beihua University, two students
find out that their stories actually come from one love story during the AntiJapanese War.

17/09/2018

00:40

Fantasia

Featuring an all-star Hong Kong cast gamely hamming it up, 2004 Lunar New
Year comedy Fantasia invites you to cascades of laughter in 1970s Hong
Kong. Louis Koo, Lau Ching Wan, and Jordan Chan, donning 70s Hui brothers
hair, play bumbling private detectives who discover a magic lamp. From the
lamp comes Cecilia Cheung portraying a homely genie with Harry Pottermeets-Lam Ah Chun fashion sense.

17/09/2018

02:25

Once upon a Time in
China III

Wong Fei Hung, a defender of the poor, upholder of tradition is visiting Beijing
during a competition designed to determine what group has the best Lion King
dancers. The doctor's father is well known for his ability to turn out the best
Lion King, and the many criminal gangs of the city, usually embroiled in rivalry
against one another, are of one mind when it comes to wanting to eliminate
the threat that this "outsider" will win.

17/09/2018

04:15

Banana Cop

Detective George Lam investigates a London Chinatown crime with the help of
prisoner Teddy Robin and blind teacher Cherie Chung.

17/09/2018

05:55

Mr. Vampire II

Modern grave robbing archeologists find perfectly preserved specimens from
the past of a family. These are vampires immobilized only by the paper spells
pasted on their foreheads. While transporting the child to a buyer, its spell
blows off and the vampire child escapes and befriends some local children.
Eventually, the parent vampires are also awakened and escape, but by now
the local herbalist is on their trail to destroy them.

17/09/2018

07:25

A Man Called Hero

Episodic saga from the first half of the 20th century follows Hero Hua from an
ill-omened June day in his youth to a showdown 17 years later with a
disaffected member of his martial-arts school, a Japanese named Invincible.
Tensions between Chinese and Japanese, plus U.S. racism, mark the tale.
Hero marries Jade, leaves her in China when he goes to America as an
indentured servant…

17/09/2018

09:25

Doomsday Party

On one fateful day, 5 strangers’ lives will intertwine together from a bank heist
where the robbers are armed with bombs. We will met a misunderstood
college dropout, a bank clerk who’s stuck in love triangle, a good cop suffering
from Glaucoma, a widow who’s turned her back from her children because of
love and a retired teacher plan to commit suicide inside the bank. Each of their
stories will twist and twist and turn to unexpected climax.

17/09/2018

11:00

Team of Miracle: We
Will Rock You

"Lantern Street" is a place for the forgotten. As night falls, street lights shine
on a homeless population that calls the sidewalks home. But they're not
forgotten by everyone. Inspired at a young age by a priest, social worker Tung
has dedicated his life to helping the homeless. To raise the spirits of his
charges, he decides to organize a soccer team for the homeless. Can this
ragtag team makes it to the first ever Homeless World Cup?

17/09/2018

12:50

Tiny Times 1

The story is billed as a very frank and honest look at twenty-somethings living
in Shanghai and dealing with both romantic, professional, and personal
struggles. This is a drama adaptation of the popular modern C-novel Tiny
Times 1.0 by writer Guo Jing Ming.

17/09/2018

14:45

Tiny Times 2

The four best friends have left school and are trying to establish careers in
Shanghai’s world of high fashion. Gu Li is on her way to becoming a slick
wealthy business woman, Lin Xiao is an intern for a demanding fashion
magazine editor, Nan Xiang is a multi talented artist and Tang Wanru is
voluptuous and man hungry. Their friendship will be pushed to the limit by
betrayals, breakups, misunderstanding, sickness and death.

17/09/2018

16:40

My Papa Rich

Yang is a widower who is used to living a solitary life. He lives a simple and
poor life. His eldest daughter is married and resides in Kuala Lumpur, his
second daughter is still studying in Singapore and his youngest son works as
a small-time salesman. Yang’s real trouble begins when he realizes that he
cannot afford to celebrate the coming Chinese New Year.

Set in 1950s Singapore, we relive the charming lifestyle of that era, and follow
one man's never-ending pursuit of his passion in both cinema and love,
sharing a fate that crosses generations. The story starts with the awardwinning film director MAI being interviewed by TV host MARK and producer
MAY for a broadcast programme. They are on their way to track down the man
who ignited Mai's passion 40 years ago - a film projectionist named
KHEONG...

17/09/2018

18:25

My Love Sinema

17/09/2018

19:55

Twelve Nights

17/09/2018

21:30

The Return of the
Cuckoo

After Kwan Ho married and immigrated to America, Man Cho continued with
his life in Macau. He is busy tour guide and has developed a close bond with
mute neighborhood friend Kiki. In 1999 on the day of Macau's handover back
to China, Kwan Ho joins birthday celebrations for her mother. That night, she
attempts to take her own life. Her husband and children had suddenly passed
away in a car accident, and she has lost her will to live.

17/09/2018

23:15

Last Ghost Standing

On New Years Eve 2000 the cinema on the 666 King's Road presents its last
show before closure. A horrible, gory bloodbath starts out, including a soccer
match with a decapitated head and a nasty faeces monster.

18/09/2018

00:40

Jeannie, a flight attendant, and Alan, a materialistic business man meet on
Jeannie's birthday; Alan takes her home and what follows is a year spent
exploring the ups and downs of love.

The Irresistible Piggies Sai Gwai starts working in the same company LMF with his cousin Lun, and
immediately meets the four "Piggies": Mo, Mei, Hung and Pao. Mo is beautiful
but she has got a baldhead, Mei's body is full of long and thick hair, Hung has
a large red birthmark on her right face, and Pao has malocclusion and small
eyes, The four girls are poorly discriminated by the other colleagues and are
being laid off by the company finally…

18/09/2018

02:20

Chicken and Duck Talk Old Hui runs a restaurant specializing in roast duck. His secret duck recipe is
very tasty, but customers and staff alike have to put up with the filthy shop and
Hui's cost-cutting way of doing business. When ''Danny Fried Chicken'' (an
American-style fast-food restaurant) opens up across the street, Hui receives
a rude shock and is forced to lift his game to compete. He might even have to
supply clean chopsticks.

18/09/2018

04:00

Bullet in the Head

John Woo classic set in Saigon and Hong Kong in 1967, an epic test of love
and loyalty between Tony Leung and Jacky Cheung.

A factory worker falls in love unknowingly with his boss's daughter. However,
on their first date, he vows never to marry a rich girl.

18/09/2018

06:10

Working Class

18/09/2018

07:50

Police Story 3 Super
Cop

When a dangerous undercover mission is required to put a high-powered drug
lord out of commission, the job goes to the one man fearless enough to take
on the task of infiltrating the biggest crime and narcotics syndicate in the
Pacific Rim--Detective Kevin Chan. Chan's assignment begins in a prison
labor camp where he's sent to retrieve a gangster named Panther.

18/09/2018

09:25

Wayang Boy

The classic fish-out-of-water story is revitalized by a dose of Chinese opera in
the distinctly Singapore-flavored family comedy Wayang Boy! The film follows
10-year-old Raja, an Indian boy who's recently been brought to Singapore by
his stepmother Emma. After Raja gets into a scuffle with his new classmates
Xavier and Shi Han, all three boys end up in detention.

18/09/2018

11:10

Bounty Hunters

San and Yo work as bodyguards-for-hire in Hong Kong, but business isn't
exactly booming for these bumbling buddies. The two head to South Korea for
a mysterious job protecting a reporter, but a hotel bombing leaves the client
dead and sends them on the run as suspects. While hightailing it, San and Yo
cross paths with a trio of bounty hunters led by heiress Cat. After some
squabbling, they decide to team up…

18/09/2018

12:55

Dry Wood Fierce Fire

If you liked Miriam Yeung in Dummy Mommy, Without A Baby and Love
Undercover, then you'll love her latest hit romantic comedy. Dry Wood Fierce
Fire brings out the best and funniest side of Yeung, whose chemistry with
popular star Louis Koo makes this movie click from the start. Directed by the
award-winning Wilson Yip, Dry Wood Fierce Fire once again demonstrates
Miriam's comedic talents and box office draw.

18/09/2018

14:30

The Perfect Girl

Yeh Hsin is a top student in criminal psychology while her father is a
distinguished cardiologist. Her boyfriend, Lin Miao, is a young forensic
specialist. Everything seems perfect for Yeh Hsin until human remains are
discovered in her backyard one rainy night. Around the same time Yeh
receives a mysterious letter warning her that her life is about to change
drastically.

18/09/2018

16:05

Skiptrace

A detective from Hong Kong teams up with an American gambler to battle
against a notorious Chinese criminal.

Young couple enter a wrong hotel when they travel to Malaysia and horrible
things occur.

18/09/2018

17:50

Haunted Hotel

18/09/2018

19:25

Poker King

Although Jack's family is involved in the casino business, he has never shared
an interest in gaming until he played Texas Hold 'Em on the Internet. Rival
Uno is the manager at Randy's casion.

18/09/2018

21:30

The Precipice Game

Liu Chenchen rebels against her wealthy family and elopes with her boyfriend
to join a cruise-bond treasure hunt. But what began as an innocent game with
promises of great reward soon turns into a battle for survival when the
contestants are thrown into a mysterious world of intrigue and chaos. Liu relies
only on her wits and her new friends to survive, all the while unmasking foes
and learning that nothing is what it seems.

18/09/2018

23:05

Mad Detective

A missing police pistol is connected to a series of recent heists and murders.
Its owner, Wong, vanished while pursuing suspects in the mountains, yet his
partner, Chi-Wai, miraculously returned unharmed…

19/09/2018

00:40

The Medallion

Cop Eddie Yang and his partner, Interpol agent Arthur Watson are in pursuit of
international human-smuggling crimelord Snakehead. The partners get
seriously wounded and a mysterious ancient medallion transforms them into
superpowered warriors called Highbinders. The two halves of the medallion
are supposed to grant eternal life when joined together by a powerful young
boy who was born during a specific time in the Year of the Snake.

19/09/2018

02:10

Ab-normal Beauty

Shot mostly in Thailand, it involves around a picture of an accident and a
haunting memory from childhood that slowly drives Wing Kay to insanity! She
begins to develop an obsession with taking photos of death, but to Wing Kay,
she believes she is developing art. An intervention by her close friend Bak Pay
makes her realizes her wrongful ways. At the same time of her awakening, a
killer begins to approach Wing Kay…

19/09/2018

03:45

Heart of Dragon

Jackie Chan plays a cop sacrificing his dreams to care for his retarded brother
whose simplicity renders him an unsuspecting victim of a kidnapping. Golden
Harvest had wanted Hung to perform fight scenes in the film, but he refused,
rationalising "My character was mentally retarded, mentally disabled, so how
can you ask me to fall down and suddenly become well again? And fight?

A 40-year-old mother of two struggles with terminal breast cancer. It's touted
as a portrayal of the challenges she faces and also of how she inspires and
changes the lives of the people around her.

19/09/2018

05:15

Love Cuts

19/09/2018

07:10

Hill of Ilha Verde

19/09/2018

08:00

The China's Next Top
Princess

19/09/2018

09:40

The Beggar Hero

The film revolves around Chen Da Li, an orphan raised by a beggar clan
disciple who teaches him martial arts and chivalry. Though dealt a short stick,
Da Li and his buddies approach life with a "nothing is impossible" mentality.
When oppressive forces come down on the beggar clan, it's up to Da Li to rise
to the occasion and become The Beggar Hero to save his friends!

19/09/2018

11:10

Meeting the Giant

To boost the standard of Singapore basketball scene, Long, a magnate and a
known figure in the basketball scene uses his finances to source young talents
from China to Singapore. By gathering the young basketball players from
China and Singapore together and providing the relevant training, Long hopes
to reinvigorate the sport, improve the ranking of basketball in Singapore and
hopefully create the next Yao Ming.

19/09/2018

12:55

One Night Only

Having lost all his fortune and loved ones from gambling, Gao Ye walks out
from prison to an even crueler world. Intrigued by a beautiful hooker who
approaches him for unknown reason, he comes up a master plan to redeem
everything he once had. But things immediately spin wildly out of control as
they found themselves fallen into a bigger scheme set up by the underground.
Will they survive this one night to see another sunrise?

19/09/2018

14:35

Never Gone

The appearance of a gentle and quiet Su Yun Jin high school students at
Cheng Zheng soulful pursuit slowly fell in love with each other, can be easy to
get along helplessly in love, living environment as well as differences in
childhood character started to become two different issues between, and
constantly found contradictions eventually let the feelings of a rift last reached
the break position…

Since the handover to China, “Las Vegas of the Orient”, Macau has become
the number one gambling city in the world. At the night of this endless city, a
14 year-old girl Hio leaves home taking a journey alone to search for her mum.
Wandering between the dream and the reality, she visits her family members
scattered in different parts of the city. The forgotten secret of the family is
gradually revealed.

A spoof of the popular American TV show, America's Next Top Model, the
movie tells the story of two girls.

19/09/2018

16:15

S Storm

While he is tailing a Jockey Club trader in his investigation, Principal
Investigator William Luk of the ICAC. Inspector Lau Po Keung of the Crime
Unit is assigned to the murder case and got nowhere with Luk’s testimony as
Luk refuses to disclose anything pertaining to his own investigation.When the
Police investigation leads to someone called Teacher, the Security Manager of
the Jockey Club is murdered. The hired hit is ordered by Big Boss.

19/09/2018

17:50

Love Forever

In the Jilin Past Stories Speech Competition in Beihua University, two students
find out that their stories actually come from one love story during the AntiJapanese War.

19/09/2018

19:25

Ah Boys to Men 4

After leaving the military, Lobang, Wayang King, Sergeant Ong, and Ken
Chow are all busy with their respective career as civilians. That’s until they are
called back to serve the nation …

19/09/2018

21:30

72 Tenants of Prosperity Kung and Kin's rivalry goes way back to the 70s when they fought over the
same girl Pinky, who eventually became Kung's wife. Now they run competing
phone stores right across from each other on Mongkok's busiest street.
There's absolutely no mixing with the enemy in these parts, until Kung and
Kin's kids fall for each other! Further chaos breaks out when the landlord
triples the rent of all the shop owners to force them out for redevelopment.

19/09/2018

23:10

Fist & Faith

Set during the 1930s after the Japanese invasion of Manchuria, a teacher and
a group of students establish a study club to preserve their language and
culture as an act of protest against the foreign invaders.

20/09/2018

00:50

Haunted Office

In the first tale, a newly-hired employee gets the shock of her life upon
entering the bathroom stall that her co-workers avoid at all costs. The shocks
keep coming when handsome suitor Ken realizes that one of the women he's
pursuing may not be what she seems in the second tale and the trilogy winds
to a close with the story of a devoted longtime employee who loses her
pension when she is fired one day before her official retirement.

20/09/2018

02:20

Police Story II

Due to detective Chan Ka Kui unorthodox police work on the last case, Chan
has been demoted to traffic duty…and the vengeful mobsters still have their
sights on taking him down. But when terrorists threaten Hong Kong, Chan
must track down the suspects. And when his girlfriend May is kidnapped by
the terrorists, Chan must confront them, save his girlfriend and save the day
as only Jackie Chan can.

20/09/2018

04:20

Dr. Wai in the Scripture "The Scripture with No Words" had been lost for a long time. Everybody was
eager to find it, even the ambitious Japanese. Dr. Wai was an antiquarian.
with No Words

Having seen the mysterious "Wooden Horse", lost control and killing people,
he quit his job. However, being supported by his friend, D. Wai recovered and
resumed to his work. He went to Shanghai trying to locate "The Scripture with
No Words", and the game begins...

20/09/2018

05:55

Aces Go Places

King Kong is a suave cat burglar who makes off with a fortune in diamonds.
Feisty Inspector "Hot Tongue" Ho leads the Hong Kong cops charged with
apprehending King Kong, but luckily the higher-ups call in legendary detective
Kodojak. Spear bald and riotously weird, Kodojak manages to charm Inspector
Ho AND persuade King Kong to change his ways and partner up to take down
evil international jewel thief White Glove.

20/09/2018

07:30

Linsanity

On February 4, 2012, Jeremy Lin led the New York Knicks past the Nets to
victory. Originally days away from being cut from the team, the Harvardeducated Taiwanese-American point guard turned into an overnight NBA
sensation. It traces the California native's journey from a hoops-loving
childhood to his struggles as an oft overlooked Asian-American player to
breakout stardom through interviews, home video footage and news and game
broadcasts.

20/09/2018

09:00

2 Young

A young boy from a working-class family and a bored young girl from a rich
family are falling in love. Soon, she's pregnant and the teenagers have to
escape from their disapproving parents.

20/09/2018

10:45

Sky Hunter

Several Air Force pilots are given a sudden test to be selected into a secret Air
Force base called the Sky Hunter. Wu Di and Ling Weifeng pass the test while
Hao Chen gets eliminated.

20/09/2018

12:40

Enter the Phoenix

Gen-X Cops star Stephen Fung makes his directorial debut with this actioncomedy hybrid from Hong Kong. Frequent Jackie Chan collaborator Daniel Wu
plays Georgie, the gay son of a triad king who has been chosen to take his
father's place when he dies. However, the crime boss's man thinks that
Georgie's roommate Sam (Eason Chan) is his leader's son, and Georgie is all
too happy to play along. Being the top dog isn't easy, and soon Sam finds
himself in danger.

20/09/2018

14:25

Let the Bullets Fly

Set in 1920s Sichuan, the film tells the tale of the bandit "Pocky" Zhang Mazi,
who poses as a local governor in a dusty town- but finds himself at odds with
the local mobster, who is not eager to share his turf with another drifter. A
complex and deadly series of mind-games ensues between the two crooks,
which are as violent as they are hilarious.

20/09/2018

16:40

Vampire Cleanup
Department

Hiding in this city, there is an official special action unit coping with the
vampire Vampire Cleanup Department (VCD). The street cleaners in midnight
are the vampire hunters. Giant garbage bins contain the captured vampire.
The ordinary garbage station is their secret headquarter! A nerdy geek Tim
Cheung is accidentally rescued by VCD. The department advisor Uncle Chung
discovers his immunity against the vampire toxin...

20/09/2018

18:15

Scent

“Scent” is about romantic love in cities. It is directed by the Hong Kong Film
Awards Best New Director Award winner Tsang Tsui Shan. In the movie, the
Korean male lead, Park Si Hoo, becomes the male servant and bares his
upper torso in a passionate scene. Park Shi Hoo plays Kang In Joon, a
Korean interior designer...who finds love when he meets an innocent Chinese
girl...

20/09/2018

20:00

An Inspector Calls

Just as the fabulously wealthy Mr. and Mrs. Kau are preparing for their
beloved daughter Sherry and her fiancé Johnny's engagement party, an
unwanted distraction barges in on the festivities in the form of Inspector Karl,
who's investigating the apparent suicide of a pregnant young woman, Cindy
Cheung. It turns out that Cindy was acquainted with every single member of
the Kau family.

20/09/2018

21:30

Mojin: the Lost Legend Seasoned grave robbers Hu Ba Yi, Wang Kai Xuan and Shirley Yang hail from
a long line of tomb raiders whose trade dates back for centuries, but the trio
have decided to hang up their boots. Ba Yi and Shirley move to the U.S.
where they are set to marry. However, they get lured back into their old trade
by a mysterious businesswoman who offers Kai Xuan a large sum of money to
locate an ancient tomb. The trio returns to Inner Mongolia.

20/09/2018

23:35

The Adventurers

The world's top thieves join forces to pull off the heist of a lifetime. But when
they find themselves pursued across Europe by a legendary French detective,
they'll have to take their game to the next level.

21/09/2018

01:20

Himalaya Singh

Singh is born and raised in the Himalayas. A naive yoga master, he is ordered
by his parents to join the competition hosted by the King of Yoga to fight for
the King's daughter. On his way, Singh meets Tally who falls for him because
of his Yoga skills. Failing to win his love, Tally wants to convert Singh into a
bad guy if she cannot get him, no one else will. Laughter starts to explode in
this most incredible fight for the Indian beauty...

21/09/2018

03:00

Lee Rock I

Andy Lau shines in this action-packed biography of Lee Rock, a powerful and
corrupt police officer of the 1950s-1960s. At the beginning, he does not like
what Hong Kong police do. They are corruptive. But after the sarcasm of his
girlfriend’s dad, he becomes one of them as he wants to become rich. At the
birthday party of Chan Tam, he offends Ngan and Chan. It depicts the life of
Lee Rock.

21/09/2018

05:05

Lee Rock II

The film directly continues with Lee Rock, with a few minute recaps of the
main details of its predecessor. In 1959, Yau Ma Tei foreign detective Reeve
retires, which leads to a competition between Lee Rock and Ngan Tung for the
position as Yau Ma Tei's chief detective. Ngan Tung does not hesitate to
collide with many of Hong Kong's businessmen and drug dealers in hopes of
taking the throne. Lee Rock refuses to back down.

21/09/2018

07:00

All About Ah Long

Chow Yun-fat plays Ah-Long, a single father trying to raise his son, Porky, on
a low-income lifestyle. Ah-Long works as a truck driver at a construction site.
The son's real mother, Por-por, who is Ah-Long's ex-girlfriend left him ten
years ago for the United States after a lovers' spat.

21/09/2018

08:40

The Wesley's
Mysterious File

Wesley, a special agent working in a secret UN department investigating extraterrestrial sightings. Hot on the trails of a beautiful alien in town looking for her
brother…

21/09/2018

10:10

Dry Wood Fierce Fire

21/09/2018

11:45

A Dream Team

21/09/2018

13:20

Romance D Latte

Kawaii Cheung grows up in a Christian orphanage, and she is determined to
reciprocate the kindness she has received and dedicates herself to serve the
orphanage. She works as the assistant to Pastor Wu, the orphanage warden.

21/09/2018

15:00

Tricky Brains

Jing Koo, the Ultimate Expert, is hired by Macky Kam to get rid of Chi Man-Kit
in order to be the manager of their company. Later he finds himself being
cheated by Kam and shamefully fiees away…

If you liked Miriam Yeung in Dummy Mommy, Without A Baby and Love
Undercover, then you'll love her latest hit romantic comedy. Dry Wood Fierce
Fire brings out the best and funniest side of Yeung, whose chemistry with
popular star Louis Koo makes this movie click from the start. Directed by the
award-winning Wilson Yip, Dry Wood Fierce Fire once again demonstrates
Miriam's comedic talents and box office draw.

Sammy's Hui Man Keung believes in fate and feng shui. When he was born, a
fortune teller prophesied that he'd meet his cruel end by the time he's 30 years
old. Now on the brink of that fatal age, he feels even more downhearted…

Li Lun Hua never thought he'd be the revolutionary type until the day one of his
best friends, who's also the girl he likes, lands in the hospital due to a savage
case of corporal punishment. Even after the teacher who supposedly doled out
the punishment leaves the school, Lun Hua and his fellow students continue to
protest their school's actions and perceived disrespect for its students…

21/09/2018

16:50

Conspiracy

21/09/2018

18:15

Mad Detective

A missing police pistol is connected to a series of recent heists and murders.
Its owner, Wong, vanished while pursuing suspects in the mountains, yet his
partner, Chi-Wai, miraculously returned unharmed…

21/09/2018

19:50

Saving General Yang

When a rival nation sends troops to invade the Song Dynasty, the emperor
sends general Yang Ye to defend the nation. However, Yang's place in the
court is shaky due to a feud with Pan Ren Mei caused by the accidental death
of his son at the hands of one of Yang's sons. At the battle, Yang is
abandoned by Pan's troops, leaving him trapped in the face of an attack by
Yeli Yuan, an enemy general who wants to kill Yang to avenge his father.

21/09/2018

21:30

Heartfall Arises

Hotshot detective Ma is critically injured while pursuing a serial killer known as
"General". With his life on the line, Ma undergoes a heart transplant. A year
and a half later, numerous murder cases similar to General's cruel methods
continue to occur around the world. Despite not being fully recovered, Ma
teams up with criminal psychology professor Che to investigate the serial
killings. Yet, the two begin to engage in a tense battle of wits.

21/09/2018

23:15

4Love

4 upcoming Singapore directors, 4 love stories, all in 1 movie; each with their
own merits telling the journey of love starting from teenage years to young
adults, married life and finally old couples.

22/09/2018

00:55

Haunted Hotel

22/09/2018

02:30

Double Fattiness

Young couple enter a wrong hotel when they travel to Malaysia and horrible
things occur.

Siu Fung, an owner of a pizzeria, unexpectedly succumbs to a heart attack.
However, her spirit was unable to cross over to the other side, thus, she
resurrects into the body of a young woman. Afterward, she reunites with her
family and tries to convince them that she is alive. Yet, the plot thickens when
a woman, unrelated to the family and is physically identical to Siu Fung,
appears, and Siu Fung's husband thinks that that woman is his wife.

Chow Chin Chun, Tall Wai and Silly Chick separate when they illegally sneak
into Hong Kong. Chow accidentally meets millionaire Big Mouth Sze who is
just teased by Lychee and Fei Fung. Sze invites Chow to pretend a passionate
gentleman, fabricated by Image Profession Anita, to retaliate to Lychee and
Fei. During the transformation process of Chow, Anita and he gradually fall in
love with each other.

22/09/2018

04:10

The Greatest Lover

22/09/2018

06:10

The Cases

Edmond Poon hosts psychic programs, supported by the metapsychology
masters and warlocks from southeast Asia who acts as advisors, leads a
psychic exploring team to scout for little-known mysterious and supernatural
cases

22/09/2018

07:35

To Be Number One

The story of Ho, a chinese peasant/slave worker who escapes to Hong Kong
and becomes one of the most feared crime bosses in Hong Kong.

22/09/2018

09:50

Doomsday Party

On one fateful day, 5 strangers’ lives will intertwine together from a bank heist
where the robbers are armed with bombs. We will met a misunderstood
college dropout, a bank clerk who’s stuck in love triangle, a good cop suffering
from Glaucoma, a widow who’s turned her back from her children because of
love and a retired teacher plan to commit suicide inside the bank. Each of their
stories will twist and twist and turn to unexpected climax.

22/09/2018

11:25

Wayang Boy

The classic fish-out-of-water story is revitalized by a dose of Chinese opera in
the distinctly Singapore-flavored family comedy Wayang Boy! The film follows
10-year-old Raja, an Indian boy who's recently been brought to Singapore by
his stepmother Emma. After Raja gets into a scuffle with his new classmates
Xavier and Shi Han, all three boys end up in detention.

22/09/2018

13:10

Kick Ass Girls

Friends and owners of a boxing gym, Bo, Miu and TT face different problems
in life, friendships and love as they approach their thirties. Drawn by a lucrative
prize, the three of them embark on an adventure in Malaysia where they fall
into the trap set by a mysterious woman Zhuge. What seems to be a simple
and exciting journey turns into an unimaginable human trafficking scheme that
pulls Bo, Miu and TT into an underground MMA world.

22/09/2018

14:45

The Precipice Game

Liu Chenchen rebels against her wealthy family and elopes with her boyfriend
to join a cruise-bond treasure hunt. But what began as an innocent game with
promises of great reward soon turns into a battle for survival when the
contestants are thrown into a mysterious world of intrigue and chaos. Liu relies
only on her wits and her new friends to survive, all the while unmasking foes
and learning that nothing is what it seems.

22/09/2018

16:20

The Adventurers

The world's top thieves join forces to pull off the heist of a lifetime. But when
they find themselves pursued across Europe by a legendary French detective,
they'll have to take their game to the next level.

22/09/2018

18:05

Fist & Faith

Set during the 1930s after the Japanese invasion of Manchuria, a teacher and
a group of students establish a study club to preserve their language and
culture as an act of protest against the foreign invaders.

22/09/2018

19:45

The Return of the
Cuckoo

After Kwan Ho married and immigrated to America, Man Cho continued with
his life in Macau. He is busy tour guide and has developed a close bond with
mute neighborhood friend Kiki. In 1999 on the day of Macau's handover back
to China, Kwan Ho joins birthday celebrations for her mother. That night, she
attempts to take her own life. Her husband and children had suddenly passed
away in a car accident, and she has lost her will to live.

22/09/2018

21:30

Take Me to the Moon

22/09/2018

23:15

S Storm

While he is tailing a Jockey Club trader in his investigation, Principal
Investigator William Luk of the ICAC. Inspector Lau Po Keung of the Crime
Unit is assigned to the murder case and got nowhere with Luk’s testimony as
Luk refuses to disclose anything pertaining to his own investigation.When the
Police investigation leads to someone called Teacher, the Security Manager of
the Jockey Club is murdered. The hired hit is ordered by Big Boss.

23/09/2018

00:50

Ab-normal Beauty

Shot mostly in Thailand, it involves around a picture of an accident and a
haunting memory from childhood that slowly drives Wing Kay to insanity! She
begins to develop an obsession with taking photos of death, but to Wing Kay,
she believes she is developing art. An intervention by her close friend Bak Pay
makes her realizes her wrongful ways. At the same time of her awakening, a
killer begins to approach Wing Kay…

23/09/2018

02:25

Once upon a Time in
China

Set in late 19th century Canton this martial arts film depicts the stance taken
by the martial arts hero Wong Fei-Hung against foreign forces' (English,
French and American) plundering of China. When Aunt Yee arrives back from
America totally westernised, Wong Fei-Hung assumes the role of her
protector. This proves to be difficult when his martial arts school and local
militia become involved in fierce battles with foreign and local government.

A coming of age story set in 1997 Taiwan revolving around a group of high
school schoolmates, the "Moon Band" and their lives, love and dreams. Do
you remember the dream you had when you were young?

23/09/2018

04:40

Heart against Hearts

George Lam and Carol Cheng play a couple who finally settle down after a
long-running love marathon. Their troubles begin when George loses his job
and becomes a house-husband, while Carol and daughter (Vivian Chow)
become the breadwinners of the family.

23/09/2018

06:25

Beyond Hypothermia

A mysterious and highly skilled hitwoman in Hong Kong is paid to assassinate
top-level crime bosses. After striking up a relationship, she decides to travel to
South Korea to complete one last job.

23/09/2018

07:50

Fantasia

Featuring an all-star Hong Kong cast gamely hamming it up, 2004 Lunar New
Year comedy Fantasia invites you to cascades of laughter in 1970s Hong
Kong. Louis Koo, Lau Ching Wan, and Jordan Chan, donning 70s Hui brothers
hair, play bumbling private detectives who discover a magic lamp. From the
lamp comes Cecilia Cheung portraying a homely genie with Harry Pottermeets-Lam Ah Chun fashion sense.

23/09/2018

09:35

Twelve Nights

23/09/2018

11:10

Jeannie, a flight attendant, and Alan, a materialistic business man meet on
Jeannie's birthday; Alan takes her home and what follows is a year spent
exploring the ups and downs of love.

Brotherhood of Blades Set in the final years of the Ming Dynasty, Brotherhood of Blades stars Chang
Chen, Wang Qian Yun and Ethan Li as three members of the secret military
police tasked by the emperor to hunt down the powerful eunuch who runs
another branch of the secret imperial police. However, the three men's
loyalties are sorely tested when one of them makes a choice that would
embroil them into a dangerous conspiracy.

23/09/2018

13:00

72 Tenants of Prosperity Kung and Kin's rivalry goes way back to the 70s when they fought over the
same girl Pinky, who eventually became Kung's wife. Now they run competing
phone stores right across from each other on Mongkok's busiest street.
There's absolutely no mixing with the enemy in these parts, until Kung and
Kin's kids fall for each other! Further chaos breaks out when the landlord
triples the rent of all the shop owners to force them out for redevelopment.

23/09/2018

14:45

Never Say Die

A male UFC boxer switches bodies with the female reporter who exposed his
bribes. Now they must help each other win the championship.

23/09/2018

16:25

23/09/2018

17:55

My Love Sinema

Set in 1950s Singapore, we relive the charming lifestyle of that era, and follow
one man's never-ending pursuit of his passion in both cinema and love,
sharing a fate that crosses generations. The story starts with the awardwinning film director MAI being interviewed by TV host MARK and producer
MAY for a broadcast programme. They are on their way to track down the man
who ignited Mai's passion 40 years ago - a film projectionist named
KHEONG...

Hollywood Adventures Ming goes to America for his love. Wai goes there for his movie dream. Wei
goes there for a reason. When the three inadvertently stumble upon an illegal
import operation, they are forced to band together and go on the run from the
authorities who believe them to be guilty. Not only that, but they are being
ruthlessly pursued by Manny Love, the angry ringleader of the very lucrative
crime ring that our three heroes have thrown into jeopardy.

23/09/2018

19:50

Keep Calm and be a
Superstar

ZHU from China, as a huge fan of Hong Kong cinema, has always dream of
become a cop like in the movies, who unfortunately failed the fitness exam in
China's Police Force selection because of asthma.

23/09/2018

21:30

Goodbye Mr. Loser

At the wedding of his former high school crush Qiu Ya, unemployed musician
Xia Luo is overcome with bitterness about how successful his classmates
have become and all that never was for his own life. The drunken Xia Luo
pisses off his wife in the process. He then hides in the bathroom and passes
out. When he wakes up, he finds himself back in 1997 as a teenager…

23/09/2018

23:15

Skiptrace

A detective from Hong Kong teams up with an American gambler to battle
against a notorious Chinese criminal.

24/09/2018

01:00

The Loser's Club

Offbeat comedy about third-rate producer Eric Tsang and third-rate singer
Francis Ng who team up to claw their way to the top.

24/09/2018

02:30

Ninth Happiness

Choi Hung village is full of innocents: people sing and work. The town beauty,
Chi Wan, sees a stranger in the woods and falls in love, believing he's a fairy.
He pursues her, keeping his real name secret, seeking advice from her sister,
Heung, who suggests he buy Chi Wan a fan. Chi Wan and Heung's boyfriend,
Dup, think the stranger and Heung are romantically involved, so mistaken
jealousies erupt…

24/09/2018

03:55

The Owl VS Bumbo

Bumbo and Owl are partners in crime and they scam some triad big shot out
of a load of money and decide to retire. Three years later they both receive
letters from Stanley Fung, in which he informs them that he has proof of all
their criminal activity and unless they do exactly what he says–he will turn it
over to the cops. Fung is an ex-cop himself and is trying to get the goods on
the same triad leader that Sammo and George scammed.

24/09/2018

05:35

Pom Pom

Ah Chau and Beethoven are a pair of cops investigating a drug lord, but their
ineptitude threatens to derail the case. The police are well aware that Mr Sha
is the boss of the crime syndicate smuggling and trafficking in drugs, and that
he keeps details of his criminal transactions in a book which is kept by his
mistress. When Beethoven and Ah Chau investigate, they find Sha's mistress
dead.

24/09/2018

07:10

Always on My Mind

Michael as a money-grubbing news anchor who's just discovered that he has
cancer. The TV station he works at is also looking to fire him. Before the
station has a chance to finalize the firing, though, the news anchor finds fame
overnight thanks to his coverage of a sensational robbery.

24/09/2018

08:50

New Police Story

Police Inspector Wing used to be Hong Kong's top cop, but when his entire
team is wiped out by a youthful group of cold-blooded bank robbers, Wing
quickly falls into a deep depression. A year after everyone including Wing's
fiancée has lost their faith in the fallen police inspector, Wing gets a second
shot at glory when he is assigned an ambitious new partner and given the
opportunity to bring the gang that nearly destroyed his life to justice.

24/09/2018

10:50

Let the Bullets Fly

Set in 1920s Sichuan, the film tells the tale of the bandit "Pocky" Zhang Mazi,
who poses as a local governor in a dusty town- but finds himself at odds with
the local mobster, who is not eager to share his turf with another drifter. A
complex and deadly series of mind-games ensues between the two crooks,
which are as violent as they are hilarious.

24/09/2018

13:05

Poker King

Although Jack's family is involved in the casino business, he has never shared
an interest in gaming until he played Texas Hold 'Em on the Internet. Rival
Uno is the manager at Randy's casion.

24/09/2018

15:10

Conspiracy

Li Lun Hua never thought he'd be the revolutionary type until the day one of his
best friends, who's also the girl he likes, lands in the hospital due to a savage
case of corporal punishment. Even after the teacher who supposedly doled out
the punishment leaves the school, Lun Hua and his fellow students continue to
protest their school's actions and perceived disrespect for its students…

24/09/2018

16:35

Heartfall Arises

Hotshot detective Ma is critically injured while pursuing a serial killer known as
"General". With his life on the line, Ma undergoes a heart transplant. A year
and a half later, numerous murder cases similar to General's cruel methods
continue to occur around the world. Despite not being fully recovered, Ma
teams up with criminal psychology professor Che to investigate the serial
killings. Yet, the two begin to engage in a tense battle of wits.

24/09/2018

18:15

Never Gone

The appearance of a gentle and quiet Su Yun Jin high school students at
Cheng Zheng soulful pursuit slowly fell in love with each other, can be easy to
get along helplessly in love, living environment as well as differences in
childhood character started to become two different issues between, and
constantly found contradictions eventually let the feelings of a rift last reached
the break position…

24/09/2018

19:55

Vampire Cleanup
Department

Hiding in this city, there is an official special action unit coping with the
vampire Vampire Cleanup Department (VCD). The street cleaners in midnight
are the vampire hunters. Giant garbage bins contain the captured vampire.
The ordinary garbage station is their secret headquarter! A nerdy geek Tim
Cheung is accidentally rescued by VCD. The department advisor Uncle Chung
discovers his immunity against the vampire toxin...

24/09/2018

21:30

2 Young

24/09/2018

23:15

Sky Hunter

25/09/2018

01:10

A young boy from a working-class family and a bored young girl from a rich
family are falling in love. Soon, she's pregnant and the teenagers have to
escape from their disapproving parents.

Several Air Force pilots are given a sudden test to be selected into a secret Air
Force base called the Sky Hunter. Wu Di and Ling Weifeng pass the test while
Hao Chen gets eliminated.

Fight back to School 2 It depicts a demoted traffic cop looking to regain his reputation as the strong
arm of the SDU. Despite being demoted to the equivalent of a human traffic
signal, devoted cop Sing longs to win back the respect of his peers. When
Sing is reassigned to an exclusive international school and uncovers a
lucrative arms smuggling ring, he may have finally stumbled upon the case
that will get him back on the beat…

25/09/2018

02:50

Vampire Vs. Vampire

Lam Ching Ying discovers that the water supply in his village has been
contaminated by bats and, while in the process of digging a well to find new
water supply, he inadvertently unearths the corpse of an evil priest. While
already dealing with a horde of creatures including a mischievous kid vampire,
a lusty female ghost, and the spirit of a murdered prostitute, the corpse
resurrects into a vampire.

25/09/2018

04:20

Fist of Fury

As the dejected citizens of Shanghai cower in fear of the Japanese
occupation, Chen Jun joins the Jin Wu Martial Arts Academy in hopes of
refining his skills and striking back at his oppressors. When Chen's master is
poisoned by the leaders of the Japanese occupation, the furious student puts
his skills to the ultimate test by embarking on a skull-cracking revenge spree
that will leave martial arts fans breathless.

25/09/2018

06:05

Second Time Around

Las Vegas gambler Ekin Cheng's life is changed thanks to parallel universes
and the help of police officer Cecilia Cheung.

25/09/2018

07:45

Why Me, Sweetie?!

Ding Ding is an overseas Chinese born in the US who goes to Beijing to study
performing arts. While the lively girl tries to help a classmate find her lover she
runs through the streets of Beijing and stumbles into A Dang, which starts a
romantic affair. Ding Ding causes A Dang to have memory blackouts and
Doctor Cheng once more explains that this is because Ding Ding’s outer
appearance is very similar to A Dang’s ex-girlfriend.

25/09/2018

09:25

Special Forces

With the recent crime rate, a group of people decided to form a neighbourhood
watch to patrol their small town. The people who formed the watch are mostly
retirees, and are fans of action movies, always imagining themselves to be an
action hero like their idol. Their chance to be a hero finally comes when a
mysterious girl appear in their town to seek their help.

25/09/2018

10:55

Twelve Nights

Jeannie, a flight attendant, and Alan, a materialistic business man meet on
Jeannie's birthday; Alan takes her home and what follows is a year spent
exploring the ups and downs of love.

25/09/2018

12:30

Mojin: the Lost Legend Seasoned grave robbers Hu Ba Yi, Wang Kai Xuan and Shirley Yang hail from
a long line of tomb raiders whose trade dates back for centuries, but the trio
have decided to hang up their boots. Ba Yi and Shirley move to the U.S.
where they are set to marry. However, they get lured back into their old trade
by a mysterious businesswoman who offers Kai Xuan a large sum of money to
locate an ancient tomb. The trio returns to Inner Mongolia.

25/09/2018

14:35

Royal Tramp

The story of Wai Siu Bo, a lecherous wimp who after saving Chan, the leader
of the Heaven and Earth society, a revolutionary group, is made a member.
After a botched first assignment for the group, he is made a servant to the
Emperor, the very person the Heaven and Earth society wants to overthrow.
What follows is plenty of mayhem and laughter. But it ends with the exposure
and escape of the fake Empress Dowager.

25/09/2018

16:30

Royal Tramp II

Following on from the Royal Tramp I, after discovering that the Empress is
actually Lone-er, a member of the St Dragon Sect, and that she imprisoned
the real empress. Lone-er is bent on eliminating the person who disclosed her
true identity, Wilson Bond. But more complications ensues when Lone-er is
assigned to protect the Prince, whose servant is none other than Wilson Bond.

25/09/2018

18:10

S Storm

While he is tailing a Jockey Club trader in his investigation, Principal
Investigator William Luk of the ICAC. Inspector Lau Po Keung of the Crime
Unit is assigned to the murder case and got nowhere with Luk’s testimony as
Luk refuses to disclose anything pertaining to his own investigation.When the
Police investigation leads to someone called Teacher, the Security Manager of
the Jockey Club is murdered. The hired hit is ordered by Big Boss.

25/09/2018

19:45

Scent

“Scent” is about romantic love in cities. It is directed by the Hong Kong Film
Awards Best New Director Award winner Tsang Tsui Shan. In the movie, the
Korean male lead, Park Si Hoo, becomes the male servant and bares his
upper torso in a passionate scene. Park Shi Hoo plays Kang In Joon, a
Korean interior designer...who finds love when he meets an innocent Chinese
girl...

25/09/2018

21:30

Full Strike

New action comedy "Full Strike" is a fantasy story about how a person
struggles for a victory in badminton, a rare theme for movies. NG Kau Sau
was once Queen in badminton; she gave up herself after expelled from the
sport. Ng's passion is reignited when she runs into a trio of former armed
robbers who spend their post-prison lives practicing badminton with an always
drunken coach. Meanwhile, a wacky adversary provides extra incentives.

25/09/2018

23:15

Ah Boys to Men 4

After leaving the military, Lobang, Wayang King, Sergeant Ong, and Ken
Chow are all busy with their respective career as civilians. That’s until they are
called back to serve the nation …

26/09/2018

01:20

The Wesley's
Mysterious File

Wesley, a special agent working in a secret UN department investigating extraterrestrial sightings. Hot on the trails of a beautiful alien in town looking for her
brother…

26/09/2018

02:50

The Chinese Feast

Kit is a gangster looking to start a new life as a chef in Canada, so he can be
closer to his girlfriend. But in his struggle to learn the fine art of cuisine, he
runs across a red-headed …

Sky is a rebellious street racer whose cocky demeanor and sometimes brash
behavior make him a prime candidate for a fall. He receives his comeuppance
when a race against ex-con Fung results in tragic consequences. Exiled to
Thailand, Sky meets his wayward father, who helps Sky reconnect to the
philosophical side of his racing talent. Reinvigorated and wiser, Sky plans to
return to Hong Kong for a rematch with Fung…

26/09/2018

04:35

The Legend of Speed

26/09/2018

06:25

Gimme Gimme

26/09/2018

08:05

Doomsday Party

On one fateful day, 5 strangers’ lives will intertwine together from a bank heist
where the robbers are armed with bombs. We will met a misunderstood
college dropout, a bank clerk who’s stuck in love triangle, a good cop suffering
from Glaucoma, a widow who’s turned her back from her children because of
love and a retired teacher plan to commit suicide inside the bank. Each of their
stories will twist and twist and turn to unexpected climax.

26/09/2018

09:40

A Dream Team

Sammy's Hui Man Keung believes in fate and feng shui. When he was born, a
fortune teller prophesied that he'd meet his cruel end by the time he's 30 years
old. Now on the brink of that fatal age, he feels even more downhearted…

26/09/2018

11:15

My Papa Rich

Yang is a widower who is used to living a solitary life. He lives a simple and
poor life. His eldest daughter is married and resides in Kuala Lumpur, his
second daughter is still studying in Singapore and his youngest son works as
a small-time salesman. Yang’s real trouble begins when he realizes that he
cannot afford to celebrate the coming Chinese New Year.

26/09/2018

13:00

Mad Detective

A missing police pistol is connected to a series of recent heists and murders.
Its owner, Wong, vanished while pursuing suspects in the mountains, yet his
partner, Chi-Wai, miraculously returned unharmed…

26/09/2018

14:35

The Precipice Game

A group of high school students who are wise beyond their years regarding
sex and drugs, yet tenderly innocent when it comes to matters of the heart.

Liu Chenchen rebels against her wealthy family and elopes with her boyfriend
to join a cruise-bond treasure hunt. But what began as an innocent game with
promises of great reward soon turns into a battle for survival when the
contestants are thrown into a mysterious world of intrigue and chaos. Liu relies
only on her wits and her new friends to survive, all the while unmasking foes
and learning that nothing is what it seems.

26/09/2018

16:10

26/09/2018

17:55

The Return of the
Cuckoo

After Kwan Ho married and immigrated to America, Man Cho continued with
his life in Macau. He is busy tour guide and has developed a close bond with
mute neighborhood friend Kiki. In 1999 on the day of Macau's handover back
to China, Kwan Ho joins birthday celebrations for her mother. That night, she
attempts to take her own life. Her husband and children had suddenly passed
away in a car accident, and she has lost her will to live.

Brotherhood of Blades Set in the final years of the Ming Dynasty, Brotherhood of Blades stars Chang
Chen, Wang Qian Yun and Ethan Li as three members of the secret military
police tasked by the emperor to hunt down the powerful eunuch who runs
another branch of the secret imperial police. However, the three men's
loyalties are sorely tested when one of them makes a choice that would
embroil them into a dangerous conspiracy.

26/09/2018

19:45

26/09/2018

21:30

The Adventurers

The world's top thieves join forces to pull off the heist of a lifetime. But when
they find themselves pursued across Europe by a legendary French detective,
they'll have to take their game to the next level.

A Woman, A Gun and a Set in a Chinese noodle shop in a sand dune-specked desert, the owner of the
noodle shop’s seemingly simple plan to murder his adulterous wife and her
Noodle Shop
lover quickly spins out of control after the introduction of a gun.

ZHU from China, as a huge fan of Hong Kong cinema, has always dream of
become a cop like in the movies, who unfortunately failed the fitness exam in
China's Police Force selection because of asthma.

26/09/2018

23:05

Keep Calm and be a
Superstar

27/09/2018

00:45

Meeting the Giant

To boost the standard of Singapore basketball scene, Long, a magnate and a
known figure in the basketball scene uses his finances to source young talents
from China to Singapore. By gathering the young basketball players from
China and Singapore together and providing the relevant training, Long hopes
to reinvigorate the sport, improve the ranking of basketball in Singapore and
hopefully create the next Yao Ming.

27/09/2018

02:30

Perfect Exchange

Mindy Chan is a top-notched gambler/swindler. His girlfriend Lily and friend Ah
Chi are card dealers at the casino where bad guy Lau and his mistress Mona
frequent. Chor Hung, a play on the Chinese name for famed retired actress
Cherie Chung, is a senior security guard at the local prison. During a card
game, Ah Chi and Mindy swindle millions of dollars from Lau, but they are
caught. Lau makes a deal with Mindy - in exchange for Ah Chi…

27/09/2018

04:15

SCM Cine (NA) ep8

SCM Cine is original produced by SCM and it's aim to share with audience
impressive and inside stories of filmmakers and the film markets; also to
preview and introduce Chinese movies and gala premieres as well as those
SCM premiere titles

27/09/2018

04:45

Swordsman

'Sunflower Scripture' is suddenly stolen from the Forbidden City! In order to
avoid any scandal, head eunuch Koo Jin-foo appoints Cho Leng-tsan to
investigate.

27/09/2018

06:40

Chicken and Duck Talk Old Hui runs a restaurant specializing in roast duck. His secret duck recipe is
very tasty, but customers and staff alike have to put up with the filthy shop and
Hui's cost-cutting way of doing business. When ''Danny Fried Chicken'' (an
American-style fast-food restaurant) opens up across the street, Hui receives
a rude shock and is forced to lift his game to compete. He might even have to
supply clean chopsticks.

27/09/2018

08:20

Her Fatal Ways III

Crack mainland policewoman Do Do Cheng is given a top secret assignment:
go to Hong Kong and look after the safety of an old Mr. Chien, a member of
the Communist Party's Central Committee. So, Do Do finds herself in a plane,
accompanied by her regular sidekick Cheung. There is a raging storm and the
plane is forced to make an emergency landing in Taiwan.

27/09/2018

09:55

Never Say Die

A male UFC boxer switches bodies with the female reporter who exposed his
bribes. Now they must help each other win the championship.

27/09/2018

11:35

Dry Wood Fierce Fire

If you liked Miriam Yeung in Dummy Mommy, Without A Baby and Love
Undercover, then you'll love her latest hit romantic comedy. Dry Wood Fierce
Fire brings out the best and funniest side of Yeung, whose chemistry with
popular star Louis Koo makes this movie click from the start. Directed by the
award-winning Wilson Yip, Dry Wood Fierce Fire once again demonstrates
Miriam's comedic talents and box office draw.

27/09/2018

13:10

Conspiracy

Li Lun Hua never thought he'd be the revolutionary type until the day one of his
best friends, who's also the girl he likes, lands in the hospital due to a savage
case of corporal punishment. Even after the teacher who supposedly doled out
the punishment leaves the school, Lun Hua and his fellow students continue to
protest their school's actions and perceived disrespect for its students…

27/09/2018

14:35

Love Forever

In the Jilin Past Stories Speech Competition in Beihua University, two students
find out that their stories actually come from one love story during the AntiJapanese War.

27/09/2018

16:10

Haunted Hotel

Young couple enter a wrong hotel when they travel to Malaysia and horrible
things occur.

27/09/2018

17:45

72 Tenants of Prosperity Kung and Kin's rivalry goes way back to the 70s when they fought over the
same girl Pinky, who eventually became Kung's wife. Now they run competing
phone stores right across from each other on Mongkok's busiest street.
There's absolutely no mixing with the enemy in these parts, until Kung and
Kin's kids fall for each other! Further chaos breaks out when the landlord
triples the rent of all the shop owners to force them out for redevelopment.

27/09/2018

19:25

New Police Story

Police Inspector Wing used to be Hong Kong's top cop, but when his entire
team is wiped out by a youthful group of cold-blooded bank robbers, Wing
quickly falls into a deep depression. A year after everyone including Wing's
fiancée has lost their faith in the fallen police inspector, Wing gets a second
shot at glory when he is assigned an ambitious new partner and given the
opportunity to bring the gang that nearly destroyed his life to justice.

27/09/2018

21:30

The Ark of Mr. Chow

A group of bright teenagers are recruited for a special college program for
young geniuses only to find themselves socially awkward among their more
normal peers.

27/09/2018

23:15

Saving General Yang

When a rival nation sends troops to invade the Song Dynasty, the emperor
sends general Yang Ye to defend the nation. However, Yang's place in the
court is shaky due to a feud with Pan Ren Mei caused by the accidental death
of his son at the hands of one of Yang's sons. At the battle, Yang is
abandoned by Pan's troops, leaving him trapped in the face of an attack by
Yeli Yuan, an enemy general who wants to kill Yang to avenge his father.

28/09/2018

00:55

Why Me, Sweetie?!

Ding Ding is an overseas Chinese born in the US who goes to Beijing to study
performing arts. While the lively girl tries to help a classmate find her lover she
runs through the streets of Beijing and stumbles into A Dang, which starts a
romantic affair. Ding Ding causes A Dang to have memory blackouts and
Doctor Cheng once more explains that this is because Ding Ding’s outer
appearance is very similar to A Dang’s ex-girlfriend.

28/09/2018

02:35

The Saint of Gamblers 'Blackie' Tat looks for a new Saint of Gamblers, and finds him in the form of a
dimwitted mainlander.

28/09/2018

04:15

The Return of Pom Pom Two detectives and best buddies investigate how the inspector is framed by a
master thief. Accidentally they meet the thief's daughter.

In Hong Kong, Ho Chen-tung is the aging Mob boss, living by a code of honor,
keeping peace among rival factions. For years, he has been estranged from
his son, Hui, who lives in Australia. Tung has become a sort of father to Han, a
Vietnamese refugee who also lives by an ethical code. At the same time that
Hui reaches out to his father, the Hong Kong CID conclude their years'-long
effort to get the goods on Tung and his associates...

28/09/2018

05:45

Code of Honour

28/09/2018

07:20

Tiger Cage 2

An ex-cop and divorce lawyer team up with a gangster to clear their names
after getting involved in a dirty money scheme led by a vicious money
launderer.

28/09/2018

08:55

Royal Tramp

The story of Wai Siu Bo, a lecherous wimp who after saving Chan, the leader
of the Heaven and Earth society, a revolutionary group, is made a member.
After a botched first assignment for the group, he is made a servant to the
Emperor, the very person the Heaven and Earth society wants to overthrow.
What follows is plenty of mayhem and laughter. But it ends with the exposure
and escape of the fake Empress Dowager.

28/09/2018

10:50

Royal Tramp II

Following on from the Royal Tramp I, after discovering that the Empress is
actually Lone-er, a member of the St Dragon Sect, and that she imprisoned
the real empress. Lone-er is bent on eliminating the person who disclosed her
true identity, Wilson Bond. But more complications ensues when Lone-er is
assigned to protect the Prince, whose servant is none other than Wilson Bond.

28/09/2018

12:30

Sky Hunter

Several Air Force pilots are given a sudden test to be selected into a secret Air
Force base called the Sky Hunter. Wu Di and Ling Weifeng pass the test while
Hao Chen gets eliminated.

28/09/2018

14:25

28/09/2018

16:00

Vampire Cleanup
Department

Hiding in this city, there is an official special action unit coping with the
vampire Vampire Cleanup Department (VCD). The street cleaners in midnight
are the vampire hunters. Giant garbage bins contain the captured vampire.
The ordinary garbage station is their secret headquarter! A nerdy geek Tim
Cheung is accidentally rescued by VCD. The department advisor Uncle Chung
discovers his immunity against the vampire toxin...

Mojin: the Lost Legend Seasoned grave robbers Hu Ba Yi, Wang Kai Xuan and Shirley Yang hail from
a long line of tomb raiders whose trade dates back for centuries, but the trio
have decided to hang up their boots. Ba Yi and Shirley move to the U.S.
where they are set to marry. However, they get lured back into their old trade
by a mysterious businesswoman who offers Kai Xuan a large sum of money to
locate an ancient tomb. The trio returns to Inner Mongolia.

28/09/2018

18:05

Full Strike

New action comedy "Full Strike" is a fantasy story about how a person
struggles for a victory in badminton, a rare theme for movies. NG Kau Sau
was once Queen in badminton; she gave up herself after expelled from the
sport. Ng's passion is reignited when she runs into a trio of former armed
robbers who spend their post-prison lives practicing badminton with an always
drunken coach. Meanwhile, a wacky adversary provides extra incentives.

28/09/2018

19:50

Never Gone

The appearance of a gentle and quiet Su Yun Jin high school students at
Cheng Zheng soulful pursuit slowly fell in love with each other, can be easy to
get along helplessly in love, living environment as well as differences in
childhood character started to become two different issues between, and
constantly found contradictions eventually let the feelings of a rift last reached
the break position…

28/09/2018

21:30

The Bride

Han and Hao are about to get married soon when Hao picks up a strange red
envelope on the street and then all hell breaks loose with a vengeful
supernatural bride wreaking havoc on his life.

28/09/2018

23:00

Take Me to the Moon

29/09/2018

00:45

Brotherhood of Blades Set in the final years of the Ming Dynasty, Brotherhood of Blades stars Chang

A coming of age story set in 1997 Taiwan revolving around a group of high
school schoolmates, the "Moon Band" and their lives, love and dreams. Do
you remember the dream you had when you were young?

Chen, Wang Qian Yun and Ethan Li as three members of the secret military
police tasked by the emperor to hunt down the powerful eunuch who runs
another branch of the secret imperial police. However, the three men's
loyalties are sorely tested when one of them makes a choice that would
embroil them into a dangerous conspiracy.

29/09/2018

02:35

The Inspector Wears
Skirts

Jackie Chan produced this female version of Police Academy, with cop
Siblelle Hu heading an all-girl commando training camp.

29/09/2018

04:10

The Inspector Wears
Skirts II

Police Academy meets Private Benjamin when the all-girl Banshees competes
with the all-boy Flying Tigers to nab a criminal gang.

29/09/2018

05:45

The Most Dangerous
Man

1978, the 17-year-old Yan Huan (Karel Wong) sneaked into Hong Kong from
Haifeng County, China. In order to provide a better life for his family, he cut
corners and chose to become a fierce robber and commit offences repeatedly.
With an AK-47 in his hands, it made him become the most notorious and
wanted criminal in the 90s. He thought he was in full control of everything, but
the reality is that, God, the only lord of the universe, was silently keeping him
under close surveillance...

29/09/2018

07:20

Ab-normal Beauty

Shot mostly in Thailand, it involves around a picture of an accident and a
haunting memory from childhood that slowly drives Wing Kay to insanity! She
begins to develop an obsession with taking photos of death, but to Wing Kay,
she believes she is developing art. An intervention by her close friend Bak Pay
makes her realizes her wrongful ways. At the same time of her awakening, a
killer begins to approach Wing Kay…

29/09/2018

08:55

Okinawa Rendez-vous Jimmy Wong, a famous thief who runs into mixed-up situations and possible
romance while hanging out in Okinawa. Jimmy becomes the top target of
Hong Kong cop Dat, who's vacationing with his girlfriend and her best pal. Dat
sees the apprehension of Jimmy as his ticket out of the mailroom, but to
actually take him down he'll have to first go through Jenny, a former girlfriend
of the local Yakuza leader…

29/09/2018

10:40

An Inspector Calls

Just as the fabulously wealthy Mr. and Mrs. Kau are preparing for their
beloved daughter Sherry and her fiancé Johnny's engagement party, an
unwanted distraction barges in on the festivities in the form of Inspector Karl,
who's investigating the apparent suicide of a pregnant young woman, Cindy
Cheung. It turns out that Cindy was acquainted with every single member of
the Kau family.

29/09/2018

12:10

Goodbye Mr. Loser

At the wedding of his former high school crush Qiu Ya, unemployed musician
Xia Luo is overcome with bitterness about how successful his classmates
have become and all that never was for his own life. The drunken Xia Luo
pisses off his wife in the process. He then hides in the bathroom and passes
out. When he wakes up, he finds himself back in 1997 as a teenager…

29/09/2018

13:55

Tiny Times 1

The story is billed as a very frank and honest look at twenty-somethings living
in Shanghai and dealing with both romantic, professional, and personal
struggles. This is a drama adaptation of the popular modern C-novel Tiny
Times 1.0 by writer Guo Jing Ming.

29/09/2018

15:50

Tiny Times 2

The four best friends have left school and are trying to establish careers in
Shanghai’s world of high fashion. Gu Li is on her way to becoming a slick
wealthy business woman, Lin Xiao is an intern for a demanding fashion
magazine editor, Nan Xiang is a multi talented artist and Tang Wanru is
voluptuous and man hungry. Their friendship will be pushed to the limit by
betrayals, breakups, misunderstanding, sickness and death.

29/09/2018

17:45

Ah Boys to Men 4

After leaving the military, Lobang, Wayang King, Sergeant Ong, and Ken
Chow are all busy with their respective career as civilians. That’s until they are
called back to serve the nation …

29/09/2018

19:50

One Night Only

Having lost all his fortune and loved ones from gambling, Gao Ye walks out
from prison to an even crueler world. Intrigued by a beautiful hooker who
approaches him for unknown reason, he comes up a master plan to redeem
everything he once had. But things immediately spin wildly out of control as
they found themselves fallen into a bigger scheme set up by the underground.
Will they survive this one night to see another sunrise?

29/09/2018

21:30

Wonderful! Liang Xi Mei Liang Xi Mei spends her time enjoying her retirement with her grandchildren
and her two sons. The sons have grown up but still finds themselves in
unexpected trouble and she will need to save her family.

29/09/2018

23:35

Let the Bullets Fly

Set in 1920s Sichuan, the film tells the tale of the bandit "Pocky" Zhang Mazi,
who poses as a local governor in a dusty town- but finds himself at odds with
the local mobster, who is not eager to share his turf with another drifter. A
complex and deadly series of mind-games ensues between the two crooks,
which are as violent as they are hilarious.

30/09/2018

01:50

The Precipice Game

Liu Chenchen rebels against her wealthy family and elopes with her boyfriend
to join a cruise-bond treasure hunt. But what began as an innocent game with
promises of great reward soon turns into a battle for survival when the
contestants are thrown into a mysterious world of intrigue and chaos. Liu relies
only on her wits and her new friends to survive, all the while unmasking foes
and learning that nothing is what it seems.

30/09/2018

03:25

Once Upon A Time in
China and America

The story is set in both Hong Kong and the U.S. So goes to the U.S. to open a
martial arts school. Around this time, many Chinese people were sold off to
U.S. railroad companies, and were brutally treated by the Americans under the
harsh working conditions. Thus, the American workers' hatred towards the
Chinese immigrants is high. As a result, So gets into trouble with the
Americans and the mob, and calls Master Wong for help.

30/09/2018

05:10

Tian Di

Set in the 1920s, the film tells the story of Cantonese native Cheung Yat-pang
(Andy Lau) whom recently returned from France to Nanjing after further
studies and has been appointed by the government to be the first
Commissioner of the opium trade ban. He accompanies his wife to Shanghai
and is determined to outlaw illegal opium trade, fighting with drug lords and
corrupt evil forces.

30/09/2018

06:55

Dreadnaught

A short-tempered, violent criminal named the "White Tiger" is on the run from
the police and joins a theater troupe to hide out, killing anyone who angers him
or who suspects his identity. One person he unsuccessfully tries to kill several
times is a cowardly laundry man named "Mousy" who manages to escape by
fleeing. When a very close friend of Mousy's is killed by the White Tiger,
Mousy overcomes his cowardliness enough to seek revenge.

30/09/2018

08:30

Royal Warriors

Policewoman Michelle Yeoh goes after revenge-seeking villains with the help
of Michael Wong and Japanese agent Henry Sanada.

30/09/2018

10:05

The Return of the
Cuckoo

After Kwan Ho married and immigrated to America, Man Cho continued with
his life in Macau. He is busy tour guide and has developed a close bond with
mute neighborhood friend Kiki. In 1999 on the day of Macau's handover back
to China, Kwan Ho joins birthday celebrations for her mother. That night, she
attempts to take her own life. Her husband and children had suddenly passed
away in a car accident, and she has lost her will to live.

30/09/2018

11:50

A Woman, A Gun and a Set in a Chinese noodle shop in a sand dune-specked desert, the owner of the
noodle shop’s seemingly simple plan to murder his adulterous wife and her
Noodle Shop
lover quickly spins out of control after the introduction of a gun.

30/09/2018

13:25

A Dream Team

Sammy's Hui Man Keung believes in fate and feng shui. When he was born, a
fortune teller prophesied that he'd meet his cruel end by the time he's 30 years
old. Now on the brink of that fatal age, he feels even more downhearted…

4 upcoming Singapore directors, 4 love stories, all in 1 movie; each with their
own merits telling the journey of love starting from teenage years to young
adults, married life and finally old couples.

30/09/2018

15:00

4Love

30/09/2018

16:40

The Ark of Mr. Chow

30/09/2018

18:25

Heartfall Arises

Hotshot detective Ma is critically injured while pursuing a serial killer known as
"General". With his life on the line, Ma undergoes a heart transplant. A year
and a half later, numerous murder cases similar to General's cruel methods
continue to occur around the world. Despite not being fully recovered, Ma
teams up with criminal psychology professor Che to investigate the serial
killings. Yet, the two begin to engage in a tense battle of wits.

30/09/2018

20:05

Last Ghost Standing

On New Years Eve 2000 the cinema on the 666 King's Road presents its last
show before closure. A horrible, gory bloodbath starts out, including a soccer
match with a decapitated head and a nasty faeces monster.

30/09/2018

21:30

Bounty Hunters

San and Yo work as bodyguards-for-hire in Hong Kong, but business isn't
exactly booming for these bumbling buddies. The two head to South Korea for
a mysterious job protecting a reporter, but a hotel bombing leaves the client
dead and sends them on the run as suspects. While hightailing it, San and Yo
cross paths with a trio of bounty hunters led by heiress Cat. After some
squabbling, they decide to team up…

30/09/2018

23:15

The Perfect Girl

Yeh Hsin is a top student in criminal psychology while her father is a
distinguished cardiologist. Her boyfriend, Lin Miao, is a young forensic
specialist. Everything seems perfect for Yeh Hsin until human remains are
discovered in her backyard one rainy night. Around the same time Yeh
receives a mysterious letter warning her that her life is about to change
drastically.

A group of bright teenagers are recruited for a special college program for
young geniuses only to find themselves socially awkward among their more
normal peers.

